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ABSTRACT 
 
  The retrieval of nano-size particles from suspects and crime scenes can 
significantly enhance surveillance and crime investigation. The Thesis deals with 
extensive study of free surface energy coupled with Hertzian contact energy under 
different conditions between a nano-sized particle and a substrate and the various 
methods of dislodging the particle. Using the Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR) theory, a 
physical spring-mass-damper model is defined. Mathematical equations are formulated 
and solved with non-linear equations simulating the real world situation. Using 
Newmark’s β method, the system is solved for response of free and forced vibrations 
taking moisture to be responsible for damping. Key assumptions such as the particle and 
substrate are perfectly elastic and damping force is linear have been applied. Then a 
parameter study is conducted on two types of particles. The results have been 
summarized along with suggestions for future work. 
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CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
1.2 Overview of Nano- Size Particle - Substrate Mechanics  
As a nano-size particle approaches a substrate, in ideal condition, where 
there is no charge associated with both the particle and substrate, only van der Walls 
attractive forces act between them. These forces draw the particle and substrate closer 
and closer. After some displacement, repulsive forces originate due to overlap of electron 
clouds of atoms of particle and substrate. The repulsive and attractive forces balance each 
other at a particular distance called as “Equilibrium Distance”. The nano-size particle  
substrate system is now said to be in “stable or equilibrium state”. The particle gets 
deformed slightly and an interface is formed between the particle and substrate [1].  This 
process is proven to be isothermal and reversible [2].  As the process is reversible, if a 
force is applied to the nano-size particle-substrate system that can over come the forces of 
attraction and break the interface, the nano- size particle can be retrieved from the 
substrate. This is the basic idea behind this Thesis.  
The van der Waals forces are generally attractive originating from electron 
rotations and moments at atomic level. If both the particle and substrate are of same 
material then these forces are attractive and if they are of different material, the forces 
can be attractive or repulsive. The thesis deals with dry surfaces taking air as the medium 
and moisture is considered responsible for damping. No liquid medium is considered. 
Also no charged surfaces have been considered. In a real world situation, there are many 
other forces like electrostatics, capillary (due to moisture) etc. acting between the particle 
and substrate. These forces and the effects are explained in detailed in the later part of the 
Thesis. As soon as the particle comes in contact with the substrate, the atomic forces 
between the particle and the substrate attract the particle to towards the substrate. After a 
particular distance, due to the overlap of the electron clouds, repulsive forces originate. 
As the natural tendency of a substrate is to tend to optimize its potential energy, an 
equilibrium state would be attained where the attractive and repulsive forces are 
balanced. The particle is slightly deformed at the point of contact and a new substrate is 
formed between the particle and substrate. The deformation and the mechanics were 
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explained by Hertz theory [1]. The surface energies of both the nano-size particle and 
substrate combine giving rise to interfacial energy. This interfacial energy is responsible 
for the stability of the particle- substrate system. This process of forming a new substrate 
is completely isothermal and reversible [2].  This phenomenon is utilized while 
retrieving the nano-size particle from the substrate. If a force that overcomes the forces of 
attraction is applied, then the nano-size particle can be retrieved easily and if another 
substrate (say a micro cantilever) is brought near the nano-size particle, it adheres to the 
substrate due to the attractive forces.  The force required to retrieve the particle is 
supplied in the form of vibration to either the substrate or the particle [3]. 
The following assumptions have been made in this Thesis, as much research is needed in 
many aspects. 
i. Air is considered the medium. No liquid or aqueous medium considered 
ii. The particle is assumed to be a perfect sphere and the substrate is perfectly flat so 
that the Friction is negligible at nano-size 
iii. No thermodynamic aspects between particle and substrate 
iv. No charge is associated with the nano-size particle or substrate 
v. Damping is due to the moisture between the particle and substrate  
vi. All surfaces are assumed to be perfectly elastic and there is no loss of energy in 
the formation or separation of a surface. 
vii. The damping is assumed to be linear. Further studies are needed in this area. 
With the help the help of these assumptions a physical spring-mass -
system is defined taking the particle as mass, and considering the connection between the 
particle and substrate to be spring and damper. The Hertz’s force [1] is taken as retaining 
force and capillary force due to moisture is taken as damping. An external frequency is 
applied to either particle or substrate so that the excitation causes motion in the particle. 
At a particular frequency and amplitude of the excitation and at a particular distance 
between the nano-size particle and substrate, due to vibrational motion given to it, the 
particle jumps off the attractive force field setting itself free. Then the particle is captured 
using another substrate (say a micro-cantilever). The system designed has non - linear 
equations, which are solved considering various cases in step by step basis for the design 
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parameters such as frequency, amplitude and force required. Finally a parameter study is 
done on type of particle, size and damping. The results are summarized and suggestions 
are given for future work. 
1.2  Applications of Nano-size Particle Retrieval 
 In areas of high security requirements like airports and crime scenes 
particle on various surfaces are collected and analyzed for presence of any hazardous 
materials. Even though many types of particles are being collected and examined using 
sophisticated equipment, the nano size particles are overlooked because of the difficulty 
in collecting and analyzing the non-visual evidence. Collecting nano- size particles and 
examining them makes the surveillance 100% complete and reliable.  
 Similarly in forensic applications, where the particles in crime scene are 
collected to analyze the situation, the nano- size particles could be of critical evidence. 
Collecting nano-sized particles has also importance in various other fields like Medicine. 
A cancer cell (which is of a nano- size particle) inside the body has to be removed 
without damaging the tissue or the surrounding cells. Apart from these, there can be 
many more applications in various fields.   
1.3  Objectives of research 
 The Objectives of the thesis are summarized as  
i. Finding methods of retrieval 
ii. Calculating the design parameters such as pull- off force, frequency, amplitude 
etc.  required to retrieve a nano- size particle from a substrate. 
iii. Calculating the distance through which the particle has to be moved away from 
substrate in order to set the particle free. 
iv. Suggestions for future work 
 The objective of the research is to establish design specifications for a 
device that can detect, retrieve and capture nano-size particles. Specific tasks taken to 
reach this objective are the literature review of various forces acting between particles 
and substrates, defining a physical model simulating the particle- substrate system, 
solving the non- linear vibrations problems for the design specifications for the device 
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such as frequency, amplitude, force required and distance between the nano- size particle 
and substrate at which the particle gets free and finally conducting a parameter study on 
two different particles. 
1.4  My Contribution 
 Extensive literature review is done on the forces between nano- size 
particles and substrates, various factors that affect the forces and the methods of retrieval 
of particles. These concepts are applied to nano- size particles with appropriate changes 
even though some assumptions have been made due to lack of practical evidence.  A 
physical spring - mass - damper model is defined to simulate the real world particle- 
substrate system taking the particle as the mass and considering the connection between 
the particle and substrate to be spring and damper. The resulting model has non- linear 
parameters such as spring constants, forces and damping. The non - linear vibrations 
problems have been solved for design parameters such as frequency, amplitude and force 
required to dislodge the particle from substrate. The distance through which the particle 
has to be moved away from substrate to set it free has also been calculated. Then a 
parameter study is done taking particle type, size and damping as the variables. Finally 
the results are summarized and suggestions for future work have been given. The work is 
strictly theoretical but care is taken at every stage to verify and cross check the results.  
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF PRIOR WORK 
 
2.1 Discussion of Various Forces Acting on a Particle-Substrate System 
2.1.1 Background 
There are two types of prominent classification of forces: 
1. Short Range Forces 
2. Long Range Forces 
Short range forces work at a distance less than the range of less than 1 nm. 
The forces between neutrons, protons, electrons etc. fall into this category. These forces 
can be attractive or repulsive. Long range forces act at much larger distances such as 
10nm. The gravitational force, inter atomic forces, electrostatic forces fall under this 
category. In these long range forces, the gravitational forces are almost negligible at 
nano-scale as the surface forces dominate.  
Both the short and long range forces are either attractive or repulsive. For 
a particle and a substrate, if the particle and substrate are opposite charged, the forces of 
attraction are van der Waals, gravitational forces, capillary forces, electrostatic forces and 
repulsive forces are electron cloud repulsion forces. If the particle and substrate are likely 
changed, the forces of attraction are van der Waals, capillary forces, gravitational forces 
and repulsion forces are electron-cloud repulsion and electrostatic forces. In this scope in 
this research, the particles and substrates are assumed to be completely uncharged. The 
gravitational force doesn’t have any effect at the nano-size and so the  prominent forces 
of attraction are van der Waals and moisture, if there is any moisture associated with the 
surfaces, and repulsion forces are electron cloud repulsion. Electrostatic forces add to 
these forces depending on the type of charge associated with the surfaces.  
  Table1 shows various forces and their characteristics in air and liquid 
mediums. This table is presented just for comparison as the systems considered for the 
research as completely dry. 
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Table 1 Types of surface forces in air vs. liquid (colloidal 
forces)[3]
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Basically all intermolecular forces are classified into three categories. 
i. Purely electrostatic in origin arising from Coulomb forces between charges. 
ii. Polarization forces that arise from the dipole moments induced in atoms and 
molecules by the electric fields of nearby charges and permanent dipoles. 
iii. Quantum Mechanical in nature. These forces give rise to covalent or chemical 
bonding and repulsive forces that balance the attraction forces. 
 In a real world situation, there are many forces acting between a particle 
and a substrate. But at nano-level the forces playing major role are only van der Waals 
forces in dry - uncharged surfaces, electrostatic forces and van der Waals forces in dry- 
charged and van der Waals, electrostatic and capillary forces in presence of both charge 
and moisture. But the thesis doesn’t deal with charged surfaces. So, the three major 
forces considered in this Thesis are the van der Waals, electron cloud repulsion and 
capillary force.  
The forces are explained in detailed in the following sections. 
2.1.2 van der Waals Forces 
The first successful attempt to explain these forces was done by Dutch 
Physicist J.D. van der Waals for the explanation why real gases do not obey the ideal gas 
laws. The ideal gas equation is PV = RT, where P is the pressure, V the molar volume, R 
the gas constant, and T the temperature). J. D. van der Waals considered the effects of 
attractive forces between molecules (at a time when the very existence of molecules, as 
we know them today, was still being hotly debated). In 1873 he arrived at his famous 
equation of state for gases and liquids [4], 
            ( )( ) RTbVVaP =−+ 2/   (1) 
In equation (1), he subtracted the term b from the volume to account for 
the finite size of molecules and added the term a/V2 to the pressure to account for the 
attractive intermolecular forces now known as van der Waals forces. 
 
 
The important aspects of van der Walls Forces are  
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¾ These operate from intermolecular distances to 10nm depending on the situation. 
¾ The van der Wall forces between any two similar bodies in any media are always 
attractive and the force between two dissimilar bodies can be attractive or 
repulsive. 
¾ There is no simple equation for calculation of the van der Waals forces at all 
separations.                                                                                                                                         
There are three basic mechanisms of van der Walls forces  
1. Keesom interaction (the interaction between two dipoles) 
2. Debye Interaction (The interaction between dipole-non dipole) 
3. London Dispersion interaction (The interaction between two non-dipoles). 
  The most important contribution of van der Waals forces is from the third 
force, London Dispersion interaction. They play important role in case of adhesion, 
surface tension, physical adsorption, wetting, the properties of gases, liquids and thin 
films, the strength of solids, the flocculation of particles in liquids, and the structures 
of condensed macromolecules such as proteins and polymers. The main features of 
these forces are: 
¾ They are long range forces and are effective from distances greater than 10nm. 
¾ These can be attractive or repulsive 
¾ They don’t follow a simple power law 
¾ These forces try not only to bring the molecules together but also they try to 
mutually  align them. 
¾ Bodies nearby affect them. 
¾ They are quantum mechanical in origin 
¾ They are weak forces 
The equation for London Dispersion force is [4]  
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Figure 1 (a) and 1(b) Induction of charge between two uncharged atoms  
  When an uncharged particle and a substrate approach one another, during 
the interaction, the electron clouds of the competing particles undergo a deformation 
resulting in un-symmetrical electron cloud. As a result each acquires a dipole moment. 
This is called an induced dipole moment. It lasts for only short time of near approach, but 
during this time particles with dipoles are attracted to each other (see Fig.1). This 
attraction is called the London or van der Waals force. Fig.1 shows the attraction 
phenomenon between atoms of particle and substrate. A charge is induced initially that 
brings the particle and substrate together.  
The van der Waals force is an attractive force all most all the times. So, the inter-atomic 
van der Waals potential, assuming non-retarded and additive, is given by the equation [4], 
 6)( r
Crw −=  (3) 
where C is a constant and r is the distance between atoms. 
The interactions were explained by Hamaker using Hamaker constant [4],  
 21
2 ρρπ CA =   (4) 
where  21 , ρρ are the number of atoms per unit volume of the sphere and substrate and C 
is the co-efficient in the atom pair potential. 
Interaction potential between a sphere of radius R and a flat surface separated by distance 
D in terms of Hamaker Constant, A, as shown in the Fig. 2, is given by [1] 
  
D
ARW
6
−=  (5) 
Typical values of Hamaker constants of condensed phases, whether solid or liquid, are 
about 10-19 J for interactions across air. 
(a)
(b)
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Figure 2. Non-retarded van der Waals interaction between free energies between a 
sphere and a flat substrate [1]. 
2.1.3 Electron Cloud Repulsion 
 As shown in the Fig.1, the particle and substrate are attracted to each other 
due to the induced dipole moment. After a certain distance, due to deformation of the 
electron cloud, a like charge is induced on both particles leading to repulsion. The 
repulsion becomes stronger as the distance decreases and finally the attraction and 
repulsion balance each other making the particles to attain  a stable state. This distance is 
called as “Equilibrium Distance” 
2.1.4 Surface Energy 
 Every surface has some amount of energy associated with it. The energy 
associated with an independent surface is called “Surface Free Energy”. Surface Free 
energy is more formally defined as the energy required to create a unit surface area. If 
two such independent surfaces combine to for an interface, the energy associated with the 
interface is called “Interfacial Energy”. Interfacial Energy is more formally defined as the 
reversible energy required to form the common surface when two surfaces come into 
contact. Surface Free energy and Interfacial energy are useful in determining adhesion - 
repulsion forces between two surfaces. The Johnson- Kendall- Roberts (JKR) theory and 
Derjaguin - Landau - Verwey - Overbeek (DLVO) theory explains the phenomenon very 
successfully in terms of the surface energy. The surface energy of a solid, represented by 
γ, in the presence of a gaseous phase is defined as the work done γdA needed to create 
reversibly and isothermally an elemental area dA of new surface in equilibrium with the 
medium [2]. It is given in J/m-2. 
The main features of surface energy are  
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¾ This is an intensive property like pressure and temperature as it does not depend 
on the way the surface is formed but depends on the material of the two joining 
surfaces. 
¾ The surface energy reflects the nature of the bonds between the atoms, which 
constitute it. For example metals and covalent bonds have high surface 
energies.(1000-3000 J/m-2) and of the ionic crystals is weaker(100-500 J/m-2). 
 
For a particle and a substrate of same material, say A, in a medium, say B, are combined 
or separated, some amount of work, called as energy of  combination or separation 
denoted by W, is done in both the cases. This energy, or work, is defined as twice the 
interfacial energy ABγ  of A-B interface is [1] 
 ABW γ2−=∆  (6) 
The interfacial energy per unit area of the resulting surface, denoted by ABγ , is simply 
taken as [4] 
 ABBAAB W−+= γγγ  (7) 
also the energy change W∆  can be expressed as [4] 
 BBAABBAA WWWWnW 2( −+=∆  (8) 
Then Equation (8) can be  written as [4] 
  ( )22 BABABAAB γγγγγγγ −=−+=  (9) 
In this research air is considered the only medium with Bγ  as zero. Then the interfacial 
energy can be simply taken as the surface free energy of the material of the particle and 
substrate. If the particle and substrate are of different material, then the same equation (9) 
can be interpreted  taking A and B as two different particles and the interfacial energy in 
the presence of air as medium is simply [4] 
  ( )22 BABABAAB γγγγγγγ −=−+=  (10) 
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Figure 3 (a) Molecule near a flat surface and (b) Sphere near a wall [4]. 
2.2 Mechanics of Particle Substrate Interactions 
2.2.1 Adhesion Force between a Molecule and a Substrate 
 
Fig. 3 shows interaction between a molecule near a surface and a sphere of 
radius R near a wall, which are both at a distance D. The pair potential between two 
atoms or small molecules is purely attractive and is equal to nr
C− , Where C is a constant 
and r is the distance between the atoms or particles. Assuming that the additivity, which 
is the net interaction between a molecule and a surface made up of like molecules will be 
the sum of all interactions of the molecules of the body, Hamaker first used this in 
1937[15]. 
  Fig.3(a) shows a molecule near a flat surface. For molecules in a 
circular ring of radius x and cross sectional area of dxdz, the net volume is 2πdxdz, the 
number of molecules in the ring will be 2πρdxdz, where ρ is number density of 
molecules in the solid.  
The net interaction energy for a molecule at a distance D away from the surface will 
therefore be[4] 
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and the corresponding force is  
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2.2.2  Sphere - Substrate Interaction 
  For a sphere of radius R and a flat substrate, the volume of the thin section 
of area πx2 and thickness dz as shown in the Fig.3(b), the number of molecules contained 
in the section is πρ(2R-z)z dz. Where ρ is the number density of molecules in the sphere. 
The net interaction energy is[4] 
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For D<< R, only small )( Dz ≈  contribute to the integral and for n=6,  
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where A is Hamaker’s constant 
Here, the interaction energy varies inversely with D. 
For A= 10-19 J( typical value of Hamaker’s constant) and D≈ 0.2nm and R=10-2 m 
is [4] 
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−=−= ρπ   = - 0.833x10-16 J 
For D>>R, and for n=6,  
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where A is Hamaker’s constant, A= π2Cρ2 
Here, the interaction energy varies inversely with D3. 
For A= 10-19 J( typical value of Hamaker’s constant) and D≈ 0.1m and R=10-5m is[4] 
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RCDw −=−= ρπ = -0.44x10-31 J (16)  
2.2.3  Lennard Jones Potential  
 In 1903, Vein Mie proposed an interaction “Pair Potential form” [4] 
explaining the interactions. The potential w(r) is given by the following equation[4] 
     mn r
B
r
Arw +−=)(   (17) 
This expression was the first to include the both the repulsive and attractive terms. 
Here, r is the distance between the particles and A, B are constants 
Lennard Jones potential [1] or ‘6-12 Potential” is a special case of the above equation 
where n=6 and m=12.  
 
 



 

−

∈=−=
612
126 4)( rrr
B
r
Arw σσ  (18) 
σ  and ∈are the specific Lennard-Jones parameters that are different for different 
interacting particles and r is the  distance between the particles. 
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Figure 4. Lennard- Jones attraction- repulsive potentials 
  Fig.4 shows the Lennard -Jones potential curve. The attractive force is 
negative and the repulsive force is positive. They both balance at a particular distance req, 
which is called “Equilibrium Distance”. When the separation r is very small the 
term 12/1 r  dominates and the potential is strongly positive. Hence the term 
12/1 r describes the short-range repulsive potential due to the distortion of the electron 
clouds at small separations. In contrast the 6/1 r  predominates when the separation r 
increases in magnitude. Hence the 6/1 r term describes the long--range attractive tail of 
the potential between two particles.  
2.2.4  Johnson - Kendall - Roberts (JKR Theory) 
 The adhesion force between a rigid sphere and a flat substrate in air, 
based on the Derjaguin approximation, is simply calculated based on the work of 
adhesion by the following relation: 
  sRF γπ4=   (19) 
where, sγ Surface energy of the surface (Jm-2) 
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 R Radius of the sphere 
  The particles even though considered as rigid, deform elastically under the 
influence of applied force as well as the surface forces causing the surfaces to come 
closer to each other. This phenomenon was explained by Johnson, Kendal and 
Roberts(JKR) and Hertz theories. Fig. 5 shows the contact mechanics of an  elastic 
particle(assumed as perfect sphere) with a flat substrate. According to this theory, the 
sphere surface in contact with the substrate gets flattened on coming into contact with 
the substrate. Fig. 5 shows the mechanics of deformation during a sphere - substrate. 
In fig. 5(a), a rigid sphere of radius R just comes near a substrate. The attractive 
forces are very strong at this point.  In Fig.5 (b) the attractive forces draw the sphere 
and substrate closer and at equilibrium distance the attractive and repulsive forces 
repulsive forces due to electron cloud repulsion balance each other.  
where  
 R  is the radius of the sphere,  
 F   is the external force applied, 
 δ  is the Elastic modulus of the sphere, 
 a  is the contact radius and 
 r is the radius of contact area 
 
  
Figure 5. Mechanics of deformation of a sphere - substrate interactions as per the 
Hertz and JKR theories [4] 
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Hertz theory, assumes the surfaces to be elastic and rigid and so shows no 
deformation. But Johnson - Kendall - Roberts (JKR) assumes that the surfaces are not 
rigid  and so shows deformation. In Fig 5(c) the sphere is pulled off the substrate. As the 
distance between the sphere and substrate increase, the repulsive forces become zero and 
attractive forces again increase and resist separation.   At this point if enough pull - off 
force is supplied, the sphere and substrate could be separated. 
During contact, assuming that there is no external force compelling adhesion,  
               
3/1
12
26 

= K
WRa π         (20) 
If the sphere and the substrate are of the same material, then W12, the work required to 
combine surfaces of particle and substrate, can be replaced by svγ . For small external 
load(F<0), the particle and the surface adhere to each other until a critical negative 
distance . For a particular external force, the particle and surface suddenly jump apart. 
Also, it has been verified experimentally by Johnson et al., 1971; Tabor, 1977; 
Israelachevilli at al., 1980b; Horn et al., 1987, that the two adhering surfaces separate if 
the contact radius falls apart by about 60% of the equilibrium radius.  This force for a flat 
surface is given by [1] 
 SVs RF γπ3−=  (21) 
and the separation occurs abruptly once when the contact radius reaches to  
  0
3/1
0 63.04/ aaas ==  (22) 
The central displacement δ is given by [1] 
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where a0 is the equilibrium radius. 
And the pressure or stress distribution within the contact circle is[1] 
  2/12
2/1
122/12 )1(
2
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a
KWx
R
KaxP ππ  (24) 
where x = r/a. 
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When W12 = 0, we have the two non adhering spheres and the equations of the JKR 
theory reduce to those of the Hertz theory for the following changes:  
Adhesion Force: Fs = 0 
Contact Radius: a3 = RF/K 
Displacement:  δ = a2 / R = F/Ka 
Pressure:   
  2/122
2/12 )1(
2
3)1(
2
3)( x
a
Fx
R
KaxP −=−= ππ   
  The equation of P(x) shows that at the center(x=0), the pressure is 
22
3)0(
a
FP π= , which is 1.5 times the mean pressure across the contact circle.  
The serious limitation of the JKR and HERTZ theories (shown in the 
above equations) is that they assume perfectly smooth surfaces.  But most practical 
surfaces are rough and asperities as small as 1-2nm can significantly lower the adhesion 
force.   
2.3 Factors Affecting Adhesion and Pull- Off Force  
2.3.1 Additivity  
 "The interaction of a group of several atoms can be expressed as the sum of the 
pair interactions”. This assumption is called “Additivity” or “Pairwise Additivity”.  
 Additivity assumption says that the interactions in a molecule can be 
obtained by summing up the interactions of all the atoms in the molecule.  Hamaker first 
used this assumption. But the most important drawback of using this assumption is that 
the effect of neighboring molecules or particles is ignored in the interaction between two 
any pair of atoms or molecules. In the interaction between two atoms or molecules, say 1 
and 2, if a third one is present, the instantaneous field of 1 too will polarize it, and its 
reduced dipole effect field will also act on 2. Thus the field from 1 reaches 2 both directly 
and by reflection from the 3. The existence of multiple reflections and the extra force 
terms to which they give rise is a further instance where straightforward additivity breaks 
down, and the matter becomes very complicated when many atoms or molecules are 
present. In rarefied media (gases), these effects are small, and the assumptions of 
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additivity hold, but this is not the case with condensed media. The present research deals 
with particles and surfaces in air. So, the assumption of additivity holds good and the 
influence of the surrounding particles can be ignored. 
2.3.2  Retardation  
  When the particles are far apart from each other, with the increase in 
distance, the time taken for the electric field of the first to reach the second and come 
back to the first becomes comparable with the fluctuating dipole itself. Due to this, when 
the electric field return to the first, the field finds the direction of the first dipole is 
different from the original and less favorably disposed to an attractive interaction. Thus, 
as the distance increases, the dispersion energy decays much faster. This effect is called 
Retardation. 
Fig. 6 explains the variation of force with the distance due to retardation. Taking the 
example of interaction between a particle and the surface, where  
 A= 10-19 J( typical value of Hamaker s constant) and D≈ 0.2nm and R=10-2 m 
is  
D
AR
D
RCDw
66
)(
22
−=−= ρπ   = - 0.833x10-16 J (25) 
 
.  
Figure 6. Retardation of attractive van der Waals force F between two mica surfaces 
with distance D[7]. 
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If the distance (D) increases to 10 nm, the interaction energy becomes -0.167x10-14 or 
the interaction energy falls by about 100 times. This type of effect is called Retardation 
Effect. The force decays much faster. The retardation effect depends on the material of 
the particle and the surface. For example for mica, as shown in the Fig., the retardation 
effect is more between distance D= 5 nm to 10 nm. 
2.3.3  Relative Humidity  
  Many Mechanical surfaces are sensitive to moisture. Presence of even a 
small amount of moisture between particle and surface can affect the adhesive force. This 
effect is called Capillary Condensation of water. Fig. 7 shows a particle on a substrate 
with moisture in between them.  This moisture is responsible for capillary force, which 
acts as damping between the particle and substrate. Fig. 7 shows a particle on a substrate 
in presence of moisture. Fig. 7(a) shows the situation when the particle and substrate are 
just touching. Fig. 7(b)shows the situation when the particle and substrate are at 
equilibrium with moisture in between them. The moisture is responsible for the capillary 
effect. 
  The pull off force remains unaffected till a certain percentage of humidity 
and then after that, it starts increasing. The increase in adhesion force between the 
particle and substrate and there by increase in pull-off force is observed because of 
capillary condensation between the particle and the surface. 
 
 
Figure 7. Capillary effect.[3] 
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Figure 8. Humidity effect on pull off force of an uncoated particle on silicon 
(Rq=1.44nm) at 270C[3]. 
   
  Fig. 8. shows this change  for a particle of radius 1.44 nm on a substrate. 
Generally this cut off value would be around 60-75% Relative Humidity. The values of 
these depend on the particle and the substrate. For example, in case of a toner particle on 
silicon substrate, as shown in the Fig.8, the pull off force remains unaffected till 65% of 
relative Humidity and then starts increasing. This phenomenon has been found and 
discussed by many authors [24-25].  
  Because of presence of humidity, solvation forces due to water layers 
become very important. Recent experimental and theoretical work has established for a 
solid-liquid-solid system continuous models, such as Liftz’s  van der Waals theory breaks 
down at small separation distances[14]. The dominating force in a solid-liquid-solid at 
small solid-solid separations is solvation force, which oscillates rapidly forming a  few 
force minimums[3].The effect of humidity on the adhesion and pull-off force can be 
studied using an Atomic Force Microscope(AFM) tip. The adhesion force acting on a tip 
is measured by measuring force necessary to break the surface away from the tip in a 
force distance curve (retraction). As the tip is retracted after making contact with sample, 
the sample tip distance doesn’t change appreciably until a sudden jump-out separation is 
reached [60]. Therefore the force measured at jump-out is the total attractive force in the 
contact region [59]. Experimental results show that, at contact point, the magnitude of 
solvation force is equal to that given by theories based on continuous models(ref.[60] 
page 121). 
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Therefore the force at contact of spherical tip is given by [59] 
  [ ] kzDHdD
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DD
RF =−+−

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2
2
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4
21
2 θγπσσσρρπ  (26) 
where 
R radius of curvature of the tip 
D Distance between sample and tip 
)( 21 ρρ Number density of molecules in the sample (tip) 
θ  The contact angle 
H Relative humidity 
γ  Surface Tension 
d )ln(/cos)08.1( Hnm θ− [60] 
∈,σ  semi empirical parameters obtained from Lennard Jones potential 
kz Force of cantilever 
k Spring constant of the cantilever tip 
z Displacement of the tip from its zero point at no leading. 
2.3.4  Surface Roughness  
The surface roughness and non-uniformity of both the particle and the substrate can 
significantly reduce the pull off force required to remove a particle from a substrate. 
Fig.9 shows the effect of surface roughness on adhesion of the particle and surface. In 
9(a), the adhesion increases due to increased contact area, in 9(b), the Lower because of 
less contact area and in 9(c), the adhesion force is the lowest of all three as the contact 
area is very small [3]. The uniformity can be present in the form of either surface 
roughness or surface charge heterogeneity. Various researchers have experimentally 
shown that surface roughness can also have a dramatic impact on the force of adhesion 
between a particle and surface. For example, Schaefer et al., [10] used an atomic force 
microscope to measure the adhesion force between various micro sized particles and 
automatically flat mica and highly oriented pyrolitic graphite substrates in an inert 
nitrogen environment. 
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Figure 9. Effect of roughness on adhesion between particle and substrate [7] 
 
The results show that the lift off force is as much as 1/50 of the forces 
predicted by the conventional theories like JKR theory [12]. The difference thus found 
was found to be the contribution of surface roughness.The effect of surface roughness 
was discussed in detail in the work done by J.Y.Waltz et al.[9], L.H.G.J.Segern et al., [8] 
and E.Beach and J.Drelich[7]. In the work done by L.H.G.J.Segern et al., [8], toner 
particle on a silicon substrate is considered for study. In 1977, Tabor pointed out that the 
surface roughness considerably reduces the adhesion between solids [24].  Fig.10 
shows the variation of Pull-off force with RMS roughness. As can be seen the Fig. 
Below, the pull-off force increases with roughness, goes through a maximum and then 
decreases with roughness. This is probably due to the increase in contact area because of 
more inter-digitations of summits into valleys for both particle and the substrate.  
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Figure 10. Effect of RMS roughness on pull off force [7]. 
 
 
Figure 11.Effect of temperature on pull off force.  
2.3.5  Temperature 
  Fig. 11 shows the variation of the Pull- Off force with temperature for a 
toner particle on a glass substrate. It can be observed that the Pull- Off force increases 
with the increase in temperature. The temperature is varied from 25 0C to 100 0C. The 
pull- off force required increases with temperature until 55 0C and then becomes huge. 
This process has been observed to be irreversible. The behavior could be explained for 
two reasons. The first reason is change in curvature of radius of the particle since the 
particle easy deforms at that temperature. The particle and substrate may be almost joined 
together due to this temperature. So the pull- off force required increases. The second 
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reason is probably a change in the chemical composition at the surface because of 
material transport from and to the bulk.  
2.4  Methods Considered for Particle Retrieval 
2.4.1 Electrostatic Cleaning 
  In this method the particle is removed by electrostatics. A highly charged 
wire is brought near a particle on a substrate and a charge is induced into the particle. If 
the particle is not initially charged, a similar charge is induced to the particle. Then the 
charge of the wire is reversed. Now as the particle and the wire are oppositely charged, 
the particle jumps away from the surface and sticks to the bar.  Even if the particle on the 
surface is already charged, as the charge of the wire is strong enough to induce a similar 
charge to the particle. The strength of the applied electric field depends on the size of the 
particle. For example, for particles on a metallic surface of size >5µm, intensities of 
30MV/m are required. The intensity of electric field also depends on many other factors 
like the type of surface on which the particle is present and the charge of the surface. The 
removal efficiency is governed by the time, the strength of applied electric field, the 
dielectric properties of the particle and surface, the geometry of the system.  Many people 
in this area have done extensive research. T.N. TOMBS [5] explains the effect of 
electrostatic force on a moist particle near a ground substrate. But in the scope of this 
Thesis, this method hasn’t been considered as one of the basic assumptions is that the 
particle and substrate are perfectly neutral. 
2.4.2  Acoustics 
A particle on a surface can be removed by exciting either the base 
substrate or the particle with a particular frequency. When the substrate is excited, the 
particle adhering to it gets disturbed and jumps away from the substrate. If a cantilever tip 
or a charged body is introduced at a height just above the surface, then the particle sticks 
on the new body and thus can be removed. The process is shown schematically in the Fig. 
12 as below.  
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Figure 12. The method of removing a particle from a surface by acoustics [7]. 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                           
 
 
 
Figure 13. Exciting the substrate with a known frequency (Base excitation) 
 
Two types of excitations are generally used to retrieve the particle. They are  
1. Base Ecitation and  
2. Particle Excitation 
The basic phenomena used in both the methods is  "a particle on a 
substrate can be trapped if it is made to reach a kinetic or meta stable state so that it 
has sufficient energy to overcome the potential barrier of attractive and repulsive 
forces between the particle and substrate". 
2.4.2.1  Base Excitation 
In this method, the substrate is given a vibration y=y0sinωt, where y0 is the 
amplitude of vibration and ω is the frequency used in time t), the particle gets disturbed 
and when it looses contact with the substrate, the particle is attracted by a substrate 
brought near to the particle. Fig. 13 shows a general model of particle - mass system 
under Base excitation. Due to the vibration, the base vibrates with a displacement of ‘y’ 
and the particle as also vibrates with a displacement ‘x’. So, the resultant displacement of 
the particle from the base is give by (x-y). When the value of (x-y) exceeds the distance 
tyy ωsin0=  
R
x
( ) tyty ωsin0=
 
m x 
k 
c
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at which the particle becomes free from the substrate, known as breaking point, the 
particle can be separated from the substrate. 
2.4.2.2  Particle Excitation 
In this method, the particle is given a vibration (of required force        
F=F0sinωt, where F0 is the amplitude of force and ω is the frequency used in time t), the 
particle gets disturbed and when it looses contact with the substrate. Fig. 14 shows a 
general model of particle - mass system under Base excitation. Due to the vibration, the 
particle vibrates with a displacement ‘x’. When the value of x exceeds the distance at 
which the particle becomes free from the substrate ,known as breaking point, the particle 
can be retrieved. 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                            
 
 
 
Figure 14. Vibrating the particle with a known force (Particle excitation) 
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CHAPTER 3. METHOD OF SOLUTION 
 
3.1  Discussion of Work 
  The spring-Mass-Damper model is defined simulating the particle- 
substrate system with the help of Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR) theory and is solved 
using Newmark’s β method. An expression is derived for retaining (or spring force) from 
the JKR adhesion model, damping is assumed to be linear ( ζωnm2 ) and the particle is 
pulled off the substrate by either base excitation or particle excitation. Both the cases 
have been discussed in the forthcoming sections. The JKR theory [1] was derived for a 
particle approaching a substrate and settling at equilibrium. But the Thesis deals with 
retrieving particle which is exactly opposite of the JKR theory. As per the requirement of 
the Thesis, an equation is derived between the force required to pull- off the particle from 
substrate and the displacement through which the particle has to be moved in order to set 
it free. The derivation is explained below. 
3.1.1  Johnson - Kendall - Roberts (JKR) Model for Non- Linear Adhesion 
  Figure 15 shows a particle of radius R approaching a substrate.  
The van der Waals forces, that are the forces of attraction, cause the particle and substrate 
move closer and closer. The distance through which the particle moves towards substrate 
is given by ‘δ’. As the particle gets closer and closer, the attractive force increase causing 
the particle surface of both particle and substrate to deform at the contact. The contact 
areas is given by ‘a’.  After a certain distance, the repulsive forces due to electron cloud 
repulsion become prominent and finally at a certain distance, δ, equilibrium is reached 
and the system becomes stable.  
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Figure 15. Particle moving towards a substrate as per Hertz’s theory.   
 
The following assumptions are made in Hertz Theory: 
1. The surfaces are continuous and non- conforming ( )Ra <<  
2. The strains are small ( )Ra <<  
3. Each Solid can be considered as an elastic half- space  
4. Surfaces are frictionless 
If P is the total load compressive load per unit axial length 
Then contact area is given by [1] 
 
3/1
*4
3 

=
E
PRa  (27) 
Displacement δ, measured from the substrate, is given by [1] 
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By including the surface energy, Hertz’s equation was modified by Johnson et al., as [1] 
  3
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3
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R
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Figure 16. Variation of a/ac with P/Pc [1] 
 
Here E* is the Effective Young’s modulus and is given by [1] 
  
2
2
1
1
*
1
EEE
νν +=  (30) 
ν1 Poisson Ratio of the material of particle 
ν2 Poisson Ratio of the material of substrate 
E1 Young’s Modulus of material of particle 
E2 Young’s Modulus of material of substrate 
γ,   Interfacial Surface Energy 
(If the surface energy of particle and substrate are γA and γB, then 
2)(2 BABABA γγγγγγγ −=−+=   Per unit area) 
  The relationship is plotted in Fig. 16[1] where it is compared with 
experimental measurement using gelatine spheres in contact with Perspex.  When the 
bodies were loaded by a compressive force, the adhesive forces pull the surface into 
contact over an area that exceeds the area given by Hertz theory. Reducing the load to 
zero leaves the surfaces adhering to each other with a radius given by point C in Fig. 16   
At Point B: 
If a tensile force is applied the contact radius shrink further and if the particle and the 
substrate are of same materials, then Eqn. (30) becomes 
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R
aEaEP
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*4*16
3
3 += πγ  (31)   
At point B, the force, P is maximum i.e., 03 =da
dP  
Differentiating P with respect to a3,  
 ( )
R
EaEE
da
dP
3
*4*16*16
2
1 3
3 += πγπγ  
 
At maximum load, 3da
dP  = 0. 
 23 )6(*16 πγπγ RaE =  
Finally   
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By Substituting the expression for ‘a’ into Eqn. (31), gives the maximum load Pc as  
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Values of Force and displacement at point C (where the force is zero): 
We have 
R
aEaEP
3
*4*16
3
3 += πγ  
At point C, the force P is zero. So, putting P=0 in the above equation results in  
 
R
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  Fig. 16 can also be used to explain the mechanics of particle retrieval. At 
point ‘O’, the particle and substrate are at equilibrium. So, the net force is zero. As the 
particle moves away, the force of attraction (which is negative) goes on increasing till 
point ‘B’. This force is the maximum and as the particle moves away, the force of 
attraction decreases as the particle comes out of the attractive force filed. The force goes 
on decreasing and a particular distance at point ‘C’, the force becomes zero and the 
particle is free from all the types of forces and can be attracted by another substrate 
nearby. In the next section, an expression for force required to pull- off the particle is 
derived in terms of the displacement. 
3.1.2  Derivation of Retaining Force 
Fig.17 shows the particle - substrate interactions. In Fig.17 (a), the particle 
just approached to the substrate. There is no deformation in both the particle and the 
substrate at this point. The attractive van der Waals forces are very strong between the 
particle and the substrate. As a result, the particle is drawn much closer towards the 
substrate causing deformation in the particle. After a particular displacement of the 
particle into substrate, repulsion forces originate due to electron - cloud overlap.  The 
attractive and the repulsive forces balance at a certain distance between the particle and 
substrate, known as ‘Equilibrium Distance’. Fig. 17(b) shows this stage. In Fig. 17 (c) a 
force P of required magnitude is applied such that the force just overcomes the attractive 
forces between particle and substrate, is supplied to the particle, the particle can be 
retrieved from the substrate.  
The vertical displacement away from the substrate is denoted by ‘x’. The 
distance at which the particle comes out of the attractive force field is denoted by ‘h’. As 
per the figure, when x becomes equal to h, the particle can be retrieved. The force F 
required to retrieve the particle can be of different types. But the thesis deals with 
applying the force in the form of vibration either to the base (base excitation) or to the 
particle (particle excitation).  
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Figure 17. Dynamics of particle- substrate Interactions 
 
In the Fig. 17,  
R Radius of Particle 
x Displacement of the particle away from substrate, measured from center of 
particle,  
h Displacement for which the particle becomes free for attractive or repulsive 
forces, measured from center of particle and  
a Contact area. 
From JKR theory, [1] and from Eqns. (28) and (31) 
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The above two equations are designed for the movement of particle 
towards the substrate. In this Thesis, the particle has to move away from the substrate in 
order to retrieve the particle from the substrate, which is exactly opposite to the JKR 
theory. JKR theory is used to derive an equation for pull-off force required to retrieve a 
nano-size particle from a substrate. The following changes have been made to the JKR 
Theory for deriving the equation.  
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δ   The displacement of the particle towards the substrate, measured from substrate 
 is replaced by 
(h-x) The displacement of a nano - size particle away from a substrate, measured from 
substrate 
where 
h The maximum displacement of a nano - size particle, from a substrate, for which a 
particle gets free from forces between a nano-size particle and substrate, measured 
from substrate 
x displacement of a nano - size particle away from a substrate, measured from 
center of the nano - size particle 
 
 Replacing δ  by (h-x), Eqn. (28) becomes 
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Substituting Eqn. (35) in Eqn. (31) and denoting the retaining force by p, 
  
3
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The force is maximum in Eqn. (31) when 3da
dP  = 0. This point is denoted by    point B. 
From Eqn. (32),  
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Substituting (h-x)1/2 in place of a,  
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The maximum retaining force is same as the maximum load applied in JKR theory except 
for the opposite sign. 
   πγRpB 3=  (39) 
when x=0,  
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After a certain displacement of the particle, the force on the nano-size particle becomes 
zero. At this point, the particle is completely free of any forces and is easily retrieved. 
This point is denoted by point C. 
At point C, p=0. From Eqn. (36),  
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  The above equations have been plotted for silicon (Si) in the Fig. 18,which 
can be used to explain both the attachment and retrieval of particle from a substrate. Point 
O is at equilibrium distance between the particle and the substrate. At point B, the force 
required to retrieve the nano-size particle is maximum. At point C, pull-off force, the 
force between nano-size particle from substrate, is zero. At this point, the nano-size 
particle can be retrieved easily and the displacement of the particle is ‘h’.  
The physical properties of Silicon (Si) are as below: 
For Silicon (Si),  
E = Young’s modulus = 103GPa 
ν  = poisson’s ratio      =  0.24 
E*= Effective Young’s modulus 
As both the material of both particle and substrate are Silicon, E1 = E2 
 
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1 12
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1 ννν  =54.65 GPa    
γ  =  Interfacial Energy =1.24 J/m2 
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Figure 18.  Force Vs Displacement curve for a Silicon particle on a Silicon substrate. 
The values are listed in table 2. 
 
Table 2.  Values of force and displacement for Silicon from Fig. 18  
 At point O At point B At point C 
Displacement 
x 
0 0.85 nm 1.37 nm 
Force F 0 72.4 nN 0 
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In Fig. 18, it can also be observed from the curve that the curve is fairly 
linear till the origin i.e., retrieving Force F is directly proportional to displacement ‘x’ or 
the spring constant or gradient is xFk /= . Shortly after the origin, the proportionality 
doesn’t exist any more or the Force F is not directly proportional to displacement ‘x’ or 
the spring constant or gradient is xFk /≠ . This relation makes the curve to be non- 
linear. All the equations are non - linear and the spring constant or the gradient is defined 
by the relation dF/dx. 
We have the equation of force from Eqn. (36) as 
3
)(*4)(*16
2/32/1
2/32/3 xhRExhREp −+−−= πγ  
  ( )( )( ) ( )  −+−−= 5.1
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75.02/3
3
*4*16 xhRExhREπγ   
Differentiating the force with respect to x, we get 
 ( )( )( ) ( )  −−−== 5.1
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 ( )( )( ) ( )( )( )5.12/175.02/3 *2*9 xhRExhRE −+−= πγ  (42) 
 The value of ‘k’ thus derived is very useful in solving the non- linear 
equations.  The non - linear parameters like force, spring constant make the problem non- 
linear. The problem is solved using Newmark’s β Method. 
 Eqn. (36), thus derived from JKR theory, is the total force between a nano 
-size particle a substrate called as “Retaining Force”. This force has both attractive and 
repulsive components. When there is no external force acting on the nano-size particle 
and the substrate, theoretically, the nano-size particle keeps on vibrating to and from the 
substrate.  As the particle moves close to the substrate, the attractive part of the equation 
becomes strong and after a certain distance, the repulsive part of the force becomes 
dominant pushing the particle away form substrate. After a particular distance away from 
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the substrate, again the attractive part of the force becomes dominant and the nano-size 
particle is away drawn towards the substrate. Theoretically, the process continues 
infinitely unless an external force acts on the system. This is shown in section 4.1. 
3.2 Different Cases of Spring Constant 
 Fig. 19 shows the spring - mass system being considered. In the following 
discussion, for the sake of comparison, three different cases of the spring constant are 
considered. 
• Linear Spring 
• Rigid Spring 
• Non-linear Spring 
3.2.1  Linear Spring  
 In this case, as the spring constant is linear and finite, it can be assume as a 
constant, ‘k’. Then the retaining force becomes directly proportional to the displacement.       
 
                                                                                                                                                
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                            
 
 
 
Figure 19. Spring-mass-damper system with a linear spring 
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Figure 20. Free body diagram of a spring-mass-damper system with linear spring 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 21.  Variation of spring force with displacement for linear spring 
 
The variation of force with displacement is as shown in figures 20 and  21  
The Equation of motion is [37] 
0=++ kxxcxm &&&  (43) 
The homogeneous solution of this system is given by [37] 
 )cos()cos()( 00 φωφωζω −+−= − tXteXtx dtn  (44) 
where nd ωζω )1( 2−=  (45) 
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X0 and φ  can be determined from the initial conditions.  
For initial conditions x(t=0) =x0 and 0)0( xtx && ==   Eqn. 
(44) yields, 
 φφ coscos 000 XXx +=  (48) 
 φωφωφζω sinsincos 00000 XXXx dn ++−=&    
3.2.2  Rigid Spring 
  
In this case, the particle is stuck to the substrate as shown in Fig.22. The 
situation can be explained assuming that the spring between is so rigid that the spring 
constant is infinite and the particle and substrate are regarded almost like a single body. 
The force required to retrieve the particle in this case is very high compared to the cases 
with linear and non-linear spring constants. An external force greater than the adhesion 
force between the particle and substrate has to be applied to retrieve the particle. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22. Particle struck to substrate when the spring is rigid or the spring 
constant is infinitely large 
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This external force required is given by 
aFF ≥  
where 
F The external force applied  
Fa The adhesion force between the particle and substrate. 
  If the mass of particle is m, the acceleration in the direction away 
from substrate is a, then the external force required to retrieve the particle form substrate 
is given by  
   maF =  
In this Thesis, only acoustics is used for particle retrieval. If x0 is the amplitude of 
excitation and ω is the frequency of excitation, then  
for a spring -mass system with a rigid spring, the force required to dislodge the particle 
from substrate is given by: 
   F= 20ωmx  (49) 
3.2.3  Non-Linear Spring 
 In this case as the spring constant is non - linear, the retaining force is not 
proportional to the displacement.  Fig. 23 shows the system with non- linear retaining 
force fs .               
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                            
 
 
 
 Figure 23. Spring-mass-damper system with a non-linear spring 
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The free body diagram of the system is as shown in the following Fig.24as below. 
The variation of force with displacement is as shown in the below Fig. 25  
For a non-linear spring, the equations of motion is  
  0=++ Ds ffxm &&  (50) 
where, 
m Mass of the particle 
fs Non - Linear Retaining Force. 
The non - linear problem can be solved using Newmark’s β method discussed in the next 
section.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24. Free body diagram of a spring-mass-damper system with a non-linear 
spring 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 25.Variation of spring force with displacement for non- linear spring 
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3.3  Newmark’s β  Method 
 
 Newmark’s β Method, also known as “Average Acceleration Method” is 
one of the most useful numerical methods for solving both linear and non- linear 
vibration problems.  As the name indicates, for a system at two different times ti and t(i+1), 
the net acceleration is taken as the average of the accelerations at the points ti and t(i+1)  
respectively. Fig. 26 shows acceleration - time curve with two points of time ti and t(i+1)  
considered for Newmark’s β Method. The method can be used to solve both linear and 
non- linear problems. A linear problem is considered first and then extended to a non- 
linear solution. 
3.3.1  Linear System 
Consider a system as shown in the following Fig. 27 
  
Figure 26. Numerical integration using the Average Acceleration Method or 
Newmark’s β- method  
 
Figure 27. Single degree of freedom linear system under influence of external force 
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Figure 28.Variation of force with displacement (Force- Deformation curve) for a 
linear system 
A linear system is a system for which he force varies linearly with displacement as shown 
in the Fig. 28 
For a linear system as shown in Fig. 27,  
We have the equation of motion as  
 )(tPkxxcxm =++ &&&  (51) 
with initial conditions x& and x  given. The acceleration is approximated as shown in 
the above Fig.24.  
The acceleration in the time interval ti to t(i+1) is taken to be the average of the initial and 
final values of the acceleration, that is 
2
)( 1++= ii xxx &&&&&&  
Integrating the equation of motion, we get[35] 
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In setting up the computational algorithm for its numerical integration 
problem, it is convenient to employ the incremental quantities iP∆ , ix∆ , ix&∆  and ix&&∆ , 
where  
iii PPP −=∆ + )1( , and so on. Then the above equations can be solved for ix&&∆  finally 
resulting in the equation of motion[35] becoming 
  iiii Pxkxcxm ∆=∆+∆+∆ &&&  (54) 
and 
  ** iii pxk ∆=∆ iii PxK ∆=∆*  (55) 
Where   
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∆+∆=∆  (57) 
Once the ix∆  is determined from the above equations,  ix&∆  and ix&&∆  can be determined 
and then the updated values of x, x&  and x&&   are determined using the  below 
equations[35] 
 iii xxx ∆+=+1  
 iii xxx &&& ∆+=+1  
 iii xxx &&&&&& ∆+=+1   (58) 
The acceleration can also be found from the equation of motion  as  [35] 
  ( )iii kxxcPmx −−

= &&& 1   (59) 
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3.3.2  Comparison Between Classical and Newmark’s β Methods 
 The same linear system in Fig.27 is considered and solved using both the 
Newmark’s β Method and classical method. Both the solutions have been compared to 
validate the accuracy of the Newmark’s β Method.  
Let  
Mass   m 2 Kg. 
Spring Constant  k 100 N/m 
Damping Ratio ζ 0.02 
Excitation Force P(t) P0 sinωt (where P0 =1N) 
Natural Frequency ωn rpmmk 071.72/100/ ==   
Spring Force   fs kx 
Damping Force fD (2mζωn ) x&  
Newmark’s β Method: 
We have the equation of motion  from Eqn. (51) as 
)(tPkxxcxm =++ &&&   
and acceleration from Eqn. (62) as  
( )iii kxxcpmx −−

= &&& 1  
The resulting displacement and velocities from En’s (52) and (53) are    
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Figure 29.Displacement - Time curve for a spring - mass - damper system with ω= 
0.5ωn   and ζ = 0.002 using Newmark’s β Method 
 
 
 Fig. 29 shows the displacement - time curve for the linear spring - mass - 
damper system obtained through Newmark’s β Method taking the time interval to be 
0.0227364 sec, frequency ω= 0.5ωn  and damping factor ζ = 0.002.It can be observed that 
the vibration is high in the beginning and settle down and becomes uniform later. When 
the vibration starts, the effect of damping is low. Soon after the damping takes charge and 
settle down the vibration making it uniform. The amplitude of vibration of the stabilized 
vibration is found to be 0.0133 m.  
Classical Method:  
  For the same spring - mass - damper system in Fig. 27, the classical 
method is applied. The amplitude in classical method can be calculated using the formula 
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  ( ) ( )( ) 2/1222 0 21 / ζrr kPX +−=  (60) 
where 
X Amplitude of vibration 
P0 Amplitude of Excitation Force =1 N 
k Spring Constant = 7.071067812 N/m 
r ω/ωn  =0.5 
ζ Damping ratio=0.02 
 Substituting the above values in the Eqn. (62), we get the amplitude of 
vibration as 0.0133m, which is equal to the value obtained from Newmark’s β Method. 
This validates the accuracy of Newmark’s β method. Hence this method can be used to 
solve linear problems with the same accuracy as classical method. This method is 
particularly useful in solving non-linear vibrations as it gives better results compared to 
other methods. 
3.3.3  Non - Linear System 
Consider a system as shown in the following Fig. 30 
 
Figure 30. Single degree of freedom non- linear system under influence of external 
force 
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Figure 31.Variation of force with displacement (Force- Deformation curve) for a 
non -linear system 
 Fig. 30 shows a single degree non - linear system with possible non- linear 
spring  force fs and damping elements fD. Fig. 31 illustrates a typical non- linear force 
deformation curve for the fs expressed as a function of x.   
The equation of motion at times ti and ti+1 are [35] 
  isiDii Pffxm =++&&  (61) 
and  )1()1()1(1 ++++ =++ iisiDi Pffxm &&   (62) 
Subtracting the above two equations, we have [35] 
  isiDii Pffxm ∆=∆+∆+∆ &&  (63) 
where  
  iii xxx &&&&&& −=∆ +1  
  DiiDDi fff +=∆ + )1(  
Pi 
Tangent Line 
xi 
P
x 
 
i
i
i x
Pk ≠
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  siissi fff +=∆ + )1(  
  iii PPP +=∆ + )1(  (64) 
Approximation of sif∆ term is  
  iisi xkf ∆=∆  
where ki is the tangent slope at xi  as shown in Fig. 27. Similarly, an approximation to the 
fD term can be written in the form  
  iiDi xcf &∆=∆  
where ci is the tangent slope of the slope of the fD versus x& curve at ix& . The non - linear 
problem can be solved using the following equations 
  
m
fP
x siii
−=&&  (65) 
  



∆+


∆+= 22
* 24
ii
ii t
c
t
mkk  (66) 
  
i
si
i dx
df
k =  (67) 
  ii
i
ii xmxct
mPP &&& 224* +


 +



∆+∆=∆  (68) 
  ** iiI Pxk ∆=∆  (69) 
 
iii xxt
x && 22 −∆


∆=∆   (70) 
 
 iii xxx ∆+=+1  and iii xxx &&& ∆+=  (71) 
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CHAPTER 4 ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 
 
 The chapter discusses the considered two-excitation methods, the Base 
Excitation and the Particle Excitation, for retrieving a nano- size particle from a substrate. 
The particle is given kinetic energy in the form of vibrations making it to break the forces 
acting on it and become free.  The aim here is to determine the frequency and amplitude 
of the acoustic excitation required to cause the nano - size particle to dislodge from the 
ubstrate.Fig. 32 below shows the SDOF model. This system has been solved in the 
following three cases 
1. Non-Linear Free Vibrational System without Damping. 
2. Non-Linear Forced Vibrational System without Damping. 
3. Non-Linear Forced Vibrational System with Damping. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                           
 
 
 
Figure 32. A single Degree of Freedom Spring - Mass - Damper System 
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Figure 33. Non - Linear Free Vibrational SDOF system 
4.1  Solution of Non - Linear Free Vibration Problem without Damping 
Fig. 33 shows the Non- Linear SDOF system, which is the first step in 
solving the non- linear vibrational problem. The model is a simple non - linear system 
with no external force and no damping.   
 
This problem has been solved in two different ways.  
4.1.1 Solution assuming Constant Acceleration  
4.1.2 Solution assuming Average Acceleration or Newmark’s β Method. 
 Both the above methods are approximations. In the Constant Acceleration 
method the acceleration over a time interval is assumed to be constant and is the initial 
acceleration while in the second method, the acceleration is taken as average of the initial 
and final accelerations. Obviously the second method is a close and better way of 
approximation. But both the methods have been discussed in detail.  
4.1.1  Solution using Constant Acceleration Method 
Fig. 34 shows the free body diagram of the non - Linear Free Vibrational system without 
damping, which is solved as below. Fig. 35 shows the approximation of acceleration 
between two points i and (i+1). The acceleration between these two points is assumed to 
be constant and is equal to the initial acceleration. 
 
 
 
 
 
fs 
x 
m 
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Figure 34 Free body diagram of the Non - Linear Free Vibrational SDOF system 
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 35. Constant Acceleration Method. The acceleration between any two points 
in an interval is taken as initial acceleration 
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The equation of motion of the non-linear free vibration problem is  
 0)( =+ xfxm s&&   (72) 
 )(
)(
assume
m
xf
x s α=−=⇒ &&  
Where ‘α’ is a constant. As per the assumption, the acceleration in the time interval is 
constant and is equal to the initial acceleration. 
 )1( +=== ii xxx &&&&&&α  
Integrating the above equation, we get 
 1ctx += α&  
For any two-time intervals ti and ti+1, the above equation becomes, 
 )( 11 iiii ttxx −+= ++ α&&  (73) 
Integrating the equation further,  
 2
2
2
cttxx i ++= α&  
For any two-time intervals ti and ti+1, the above equation becomes  
 
2
)(
)(
2
1
11
ii
iiiii
ttttxxx −+−+=⇒ +++ α  (74) 
The above equations are tabulated taking the silicon as the material for both particle and 
substrate with initial conditions as  
 nmmxnmmx ii 1010,1.010
810 ==== −− &  
and the restoring force for silicon as 
 5.19675.09 )10*367.1(10*738.5)10*367.1(289.1 xxpsilicon −+−= −−  
The response of the non-linear free vibration problem for silicon using Constant 
Acceleration, is as follows: 
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Figure 36 The displacement response of the non-linear free vibration problem for 
silicon using Contact Acceleration Method 
 
It can be observed from the above Fig.36, that the particle keeps vibrating 
continuously due to the absence of damper and any external forces on the system. It can 
also be observed from the above figure that the amplitude of the vibration goes on 
increasing as the time increases. This abnormality can be attributed for the error in 
approximating that the acceleration between any two-time intervals is same as the 
acceleration at the initial time. 
4.1.2  Solution using Average Acceleration Method or Newmark’s β Method 
The equation of motion of the non-linear free vibration problem is  
 0)( =+ xfxm s&&  
The equation of motion of the non-linear free vibration problem is  
 0)( =+ xfxm s&&   (75) 
 )(
)(
assume
m
xf
x s α=−=⇒ &&  
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Where ‘α’ is a constant. As per the assumption, the acceleration in the time interval is 
constant and is equal to the initial acceleration. 
 


 +== +
2
)1(ii xxx
&&&&&&α  
Integrating the above equation, we get 
 1ctx += α&  
For any two-time intervals ti and ti+1, the above equation becomes, 
 )( 11 iiii ttxx −+= ++ α&&  (76) 
Integrating the equation further,  
 2
2
2
cttxx i ++= α&  
For any two-time intervals ti and ti+1, the above equation becomes  
 
2
)(
)(
2
1
11
ii
iiiii
ttattxxx −+−+=⇒ +++  (77) 
We have the following equations from Newmark’s β Method in section 3.3.3 from Eqns. 
(65) through (75) as  
  iii Pxk ∆=∆*  
where   
 


∆+= ii t
mkk 2
* 4  
 k = 
dx
xxd
dx
df s ))10*367.1(10*738.5)10*367.1(289.1( 5.19675.09 −+−−=
−−
 
 = 5.09625.09 )10*367.1(10*738.5*5.1)10*367.1(75.0*289.1 xx −−− −−−  
 = 5.09625.09 )10*367.1(10*607.8)10*367.1(967.0 xx −−− −−−  (78) 
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and   i
i
i xmxt
mP &&& 24* +







∆=∆  
The values of x  and x&  are updated using the equations  
  iii xxx ∆+=+1  
  iii xxx &&& ∆+=+1  
The above equations are tabulated taking the silicon as the material for both particle and 
substrate with initial conditions as  
 ,1.010 10 nmmxi == −  and  
 nmmxi 1010
8 == −&  
and the restoring force for silicon as 
 5.19675.09 )10*367.1(10*738.5)10*367.1(289.1 xxpsilicon −+−= −−  
The response of the non-linear free vibration problem for silicon using Average 
Acceleration, is as above. It can be observed from Fig. 37 that the vibration is uniform 
through out.   
  
Figure 37. The displacement response of the non-linear free vibration problem for 
silicon using Average Acceleration Method 
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As there is no external force compelling, the particle keeps on vibrating. 
Comparing Fig.36 and Fig.37, we can see that the response is comparatively very 
uniform in second one. This difference can be again attributed for the approximation of 
acceleration. We can clearly decide that Newmark’s β Method or Average Acceleration 
Method is a better approximation. Referring back to Fig.18, the breaking distance, the 
distance between the particle and the substrate at which the particle becomes free of the 
forces of attraction between the particle and substrate and is free to be retrieved, is 1.37 
nm.  Also the curve is almost linear as long as the distance is far below 1.37 nm. It can be 
observed that the amplitudes of vibration in the above two methods, constant acceleration 
and average acceleration, are 0.4 nm and 0.1nm respectively. These values are far below 
1.37 nm. So, the curve can be expected t o be linear and the particle keeps vibrating to 
and fro from the substrate.  
4.2  Solution of Forced Vibrational Non- Linear Problem without 
Damping 
 A Nano - size particle on a substrate can be retrieved by using two types 
of excitations, Base Excitation and Particle Excitation. They are explained below. 
 In both the excitations, an external vibration is given to the substrate(Base 
Excitation) or nano- size particle(Particle Excitation), which causes the particle to 
vibrate. At a certain frequency of vibration, the nano- size particle overcomes the force 
field between the nano-size particle and substrate becoming free.  
4.2.1 . Base Excitation 
In this method, as shown in Fig.38, the substrate is given a vibration of 
required frequency (y=y0sinωt, where y0 is the amplitude of vibration and ω is the 
frequency used at time t), the particle gets disturbed and when it looses contact with the 
substrate, the particle is attracted by a substrate brought near to the particle.Due to the 
vibration, the base vibrates with a displacement of ‘y’ and the particle as also vibrates 
with a displacement ‘x’. So, the resultant displacement of the particle from the base is 
give by (x-y). 
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Figure 38. Vibrating the substrate (base) with a frequency of ( ) tyty ωsin0=   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 39.Free body diagram of the system with Base excitation 
Figure 39  shows the Free body diagram of the particle and substrate 
subjected to base motion. The resulting equations are as follows 
The equation of motion is  
 
 0)( =−+ yxfxm s&&  (79) 
If the restoring or spring force at point i is fsi and at point (i+1) is fs(i+1) . Then the 
difference in the spring force is  
 
 siissi fff −=∆ + )1(  (80) 
The restoring force can also be approximated as  
 
    m 
(x-y) 
fs(x)
( ) tyty ωsin0=
y 
x&&  
y 
x 
 
m x 
k 
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 )( iiisi yxkf ∆−∆=∆  (81) 
Substituting Eqn. (81) into Eqn. (80) , we get 
 0)( =∆−∆+∆ iii yxkxm &&  or 
 iii ykxkxm ∆=∆+∆ )(&&  (82) 
The term ykyc i ∆+∆&  represents the excitation force iP∆  
where, 
m Mass of the particle = 1 nKg 
k Spring constant, which can be obtained from the relation:  
i
si
i dx
df
k =  = ( )( )  −−− − 2/1
2/1
4/12/3 )(
3
*45.1)(*1675.0 ii xh
RExhREπγ  
 = 5.09625.09 )10*367.1(10*607.8)10*367.1(967.0 ii xx −−− −−−  
The  following equations are used while solving the problem using the Newmark’s β 
method: 
Spring Force:  
 
3
)(*4
)(*16)(
2/32/1
2/32/3 i
iisi
xhRE
xhRExf
−+−−= πγ  
Excitation Force: 
 iii ykP &=  
and   
 ii
i
ii xmxt
mPP &&& 24* +



∆+∆=∆  
Acceleration:  
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m
xPxf
x iiisii
))()(( −=&&  
Spring Constant: 
==
i
si
i dx
df
k ( )( )  −−− − 2/1
2/1
4/12/3 )(
3
*45.1)(*1675.0 ii xh
RExhREπγ  
and   




∆+= 2
* 4
i
ii t
mkk  
Displacement: 
 ( )1
2
1 4 ++
+


 ∆+∆+= iiiiii xxttxxx &&&&&  
Velocity: 
 ( )11 2 ++ +

 ∆+= iiiii xxtxx &&&&&&  
Taking silicon as material for both particle and substrate, the following data is used: 
Young’s Modulus = 1.03x1011  Pa 
Poisson’s ratio  = 0.24 
Surface Energy = 1.24 J/m2 
ω  = Different values around 389871 rad/min or 62.049 kHz. 
Mass of particle, m= 1x10-9 Kg 
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Figure 40. Response of a Non- Linear SDOF Forced Vibrational System without 
Damping under Base Excitation (Silicon particle and Silicon substrate) 
  
 The non- linear problem has been solved using the equation of motion and 
the Newmark’s β Method taking the initial conditions of displacement and velocity to be 
zero. The response of the system is shown in Fig. 40above. It can be observed from the 
Fig. 41 that the vibration is not completely uniform due to the excitation force. The 
maximum value of displacement at which the force on the nano- size particle becomes 
zero, for a silicon particle and silicon substrate, is 1.367 nm (from Fig.22). For a 
frequency between 33.14 kHz and 35.09.kHz, the nano-size particle starts vibrating and 
as it reaches amplitude of 1.367 nm, the amplitude goes on increasing as there are no 
more forces acting on the particle. At this stage, the particle can be retrieved easily. It can 
also be observed that the vibrations are not smooth. As the complete solution is sum of 
particular and complimentary solutions, a smooth curve is obtained if we have only 
particular solution. But the complimentary solution causes some turbulence. This 
turbulence or the complementary solution is minimized when is in action. This 
phenomenon can be observed when the un-damped vibration response is compared with a 
damped vibration response. The natural frequency range can be determined from Fig. 42. 
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Figure 41. Response of a Non- Linear SDOF Forced Vibrational System without 
Damping under Base Excitation ( Freq. =6.2048 kHz.) (Silicon particle and Silicon 
substrate) 
 
 
Figure 42.Variation of Amplitude with frequency under Base Excitation. (Silicon 
particle and Silicon substrate) 
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As this is a non- linear problem, the term natural frequency is not constant 
as the natural frequency is dependent on spring constant, which is again dependent on the 
retrieving force. As the retrieving force changes with the displacement, the spring 
constant there by is not constant making the system not to have particular natural 
frequency. However, an approximate value of natural frequency can be determined using 
the variation of frequency with amplitude of the nano- size particle vibration. Fig.42 
below shows the variation of frequency with amplitude of particle vibration.  
  Fig. 42,  shows the variation of  amplitude with frequency of excitation. 
The amplitude increases as the frequency of excitation increases. At the natural 
frequency, the frequency ‘blows up’.  In a linear problem, the response goes on 
increasing as the frequency increases. After the natural frequency, the response becomes 
negative and then gradually decreases reaching zero as the frequency gets far away from 
the natural frequency. In Newmark’s β Method, the response increases with frequency 
increase and becomes huge at the natural frequency as in the linear case. However, after 
crossing the natural frequency, response decreases and remains positive gradually 
reaching zero as the frequency gets far away from natural frequency. The solid blue lines 
show the values obtained from the calculation from Newmark’s β Method.  As the 
frequency approaches the natural frequency, the amplitude increases exponentially.  
The equation of retaining force is 
3
)(*4)(*16
2/32/1
2/32/3 xhRExhREp −+−−= πγ  
 For amplitudes greater than 1.37 nm, the force becomes undefined. So, 
theoretically, the values of amplitude greater than 1.37 nm cannot found. As soon as the 
frequency is close to  natural frequency, the amplitude may vary  as per the blue dashed 
lines. The amplitude is expected to increase till the natural frequency and then decrease 
after the natural frequency.  But for this non-linear problem, natural frequency is not 
fixed as its dependent on the variable spring constant.  From above figure, it can de 
determined approximately that the natural frequency is between 33.14 kHz and 
35.09.kHz . Finally as per the non- linear forced vibration problem without damping,  
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Concluding, 
 To retrieve a Silicon particle of radius 6.23nm on a Silicon substrate, 
with no damping, the substrate has to be excited with amplitude of 0.1 nm and 
frequency of at least 50 kHz and not more than 62 kHz.  The particle gets free at a 
displacement of 1.37 nm.  
4.2.2  Particle Excitation 
In this method,as shown in Fig.43, the particle is given a vibration (of required force  
F=F0sinωt, where F0 is the amplitude of force and ω is the frequency used in time t), the 
particle gets disturbed and when it looses contact with the substrate, the particle is 
attracted by a substrate brought near to the particle. The free body diagram of the system 
is shown in Fig. 44 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                           
 
 
 
Figure 43.Vibrating the particle with a known force tF ωsin0  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 44.Free body diagram of the system with particle excitation 
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The equation of motion is  
tFxfxm s ωsin)( 0=+&&  (83) 
Where, 
m Mass of the particle = 1 nKg 
fs Spring force  
ω Frequency of excitation 
F0 Amplitude of excitation force  
If the restoring or spring force at point i is fsi and at point (i+1) is fs(i+1) . Then the 
difference in the spring force is  
siissi fff −=∆ + )1(  (84) 
The restoring force can also be approximated as  
  )( iisi xkf ∆=∆  
k Spring constant, which can be obtained from the relation: 
dx
df
k s=  
 = 5.09625.09 )10*367.1(10*607.8)10*367.1(967.0 xx −−− −−−  
The  following equations are used while solving the problem using the Newmark’s β 
method: 
Spring Force:  
3
)(*4
)(*16)(
2/32/1
2/32/3 i
is
xhRExhRExf −+−−= πγ  
Excitation Force: 
  tFtFtP ωsin)()( 0==  
And ii
i
ii xmxt
mPP &&& 24* +



∆+∆=∆  
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Acceleration:  
 
m
xPxF
x iii
))()(( −=&&  
Spring Constant: 
==
dx
dFki ( )( )  −−−= − 2/1
2/1
4/12/3 )(
3
*45.1)(*1675.0)( iis xh
RExhRExp πγ  
and  


∆+= 2
* 4
t
mkk ii  
Displacement: 
( )1
2
1 4 ++
+


 ∆+∆+= iiiiii xxttxxx &&&&&  
Velocity: 
( )11 2 ++ +

 ∆+= iiiii xxtxx &&&&&&  
Taking silicon as material for both particle and substrate, the following data is used: 
Young’s Modulus = 1.03x1011  Pa 
Poisson’s ratio  = 0.24 
Surface Energy = 1.24 J/m 
ω  = Different values around 389871 rad/min or 62.049 kHz. 
Mass of particle, m= 1x10-9 Kg 
F0 = 45 nN  
Using the above equations and data, the response for the forced nonlinear case without 
damping is follows: 
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.Figure 45. Response of a Non- Linear SDOF Forced Vibrational System without 
Damping under Particle Excitation Conditions: ω=43.43 kHz, amplitude=45nm 
(Silicon particle and Silicon substrate) 
 
 Fig. 45 shows the response of a non- linear SDOF Forced Vibrational 
System without Damping under Particle Excitation. The particle vibrates until it reaches 
the natural frequency and as soon as the natural frequency is reached, the response ‘blows 
up’.  The nano-size particle keep son vibrating to and fro until it reaches the breaking 
point(1.37 nm), at which the nano- size particle becomes free from forces acting between 
the nano-size particle and substrate. For a frequency of 43.41 kHz and  amplitude of  
Force of 45 nN, the nano-size particle starts vibrating and as it reaches amplitude of 
1.367 nm, the amplitude goes on increasing as there are no more forces acting on the 
particle. At this stage, the particle can be retrieved easily.  
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Figure 46.Displacement response of the non-linear un-damped forced system under 
Particle Excitation. Conditions: ω = 12.4 kHz. (Silicon particle and Silicon 
substrate) 
 
  
 If the frequency of the vibration is below the 43.43 kHz, the particle 
simple keeps vibrating infinitely as shown in the Fig. 46 above with maximum amplitude 
of 0.38(which is far less than 1.37 nm). It can also be observed that the vibrations are not 
smooth. As the complete solution is sum of particular and complimentary solutions, a 
smooth curve is obtained if we have only particular solution. But the complimentary 
solution causes some turbulence. This turbulence and the complementary solution is 
minimized when is in action. This phenomenon can be observed when the un-damped 
vibration response is compared with a damped vibration response.  
As this is a non- linear problem, the term natural frequency is not constant 
as the natural frequency is dependent on spring constant, which is again dependent on the 
retrieving force. As the retrieving force changes with the displacement, the  
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Figure 47.Variation of Amplitude with frequency under Particle Excitation. Note 
that the amplitude is maximum at the natural frequency. (Silicon particle and 
Silicon substrate) 
 
constant there by is not constant making the system not to have particular natural 
frequency. However, an approximate value of natural frequency can be determined using 
the variation of frequency with amplitude of the nano- size particle vibration. Fig.47 
below shows the variation of frequency with amplitude of particle vibration. In the Fig. 
47, the amplitude increases as the frequency of excitation increases. At the natural 
frequency, the frequency ‘blows up’.  In a linear problem, the response goes on 
increasing as the frequency increases.  As explained in section 4.2.1, the natural 
amplitude is expected to increase till the natural frequency and decrease after that. But as 
this is a non- linear problem, the natural frequency is not fixed. From above figure, it can 
de determined approximately that the natural frequency is about between 43.43 kHz. and 
74.46 kHz. 
Concluding,  
 To retrieve a Silicon particle of radius 6.23nm on a Silicon substrate, 
without damping, the particle has to be excited with a force of frequency between 43.43 
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kHz and 74.46 kHz. and an amplitude of 45 nN. The particle gets free at a 
displacement of 1.37 nm.  
4.3  Solution of Non - Linear Forced Vibration problem with Damping  
 The adhesion force between the particle and the substrate increases with 
the presence of moisture [3]. The net force required to pull-off the particle from substrate 
is )( capillaryhertz ppp +≥   
 The above Fig.48 shows a particle on a substrate with moisture. Jacob N. 
Israelachevilli [4] explained the mechanics of a particle near a substrate in presence of 
moisture but in this case, the particle is well into the substrate. There are no defined 
equations for this model and its mechanics. So, here the damping is assumed to be linear. 
Now the system is a particle and a substrate connected by a non-linear spring and a linear 
amper. Fig. 49 shows the spring- mass - damper system, which is a close approximation 
of a real world problem. The damping increases the bonding between the nano- size 
particle and the substrate. Again the nano- size particle can be retrieved using two types 
of vibrations, 
• Base Excitation 
• Particle Excitation 
 In both the excitations, an external vibration is given to the substrate(Base 
Excitation) or nano- size particle(Particle Excitation), which causes the particle to 
vibrate. At a certain frequency of vibration, the nano- size particle overcomes the force 
field between the nano-size particle and substrate becoming free. The two types of 
excitations are explained in the following work.  
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 Figure 48.Nano - size Particle on a substrate with moisture. The moisture acts as 
damping increasing the forced required to separate the particle from substrate. 
  
 
   
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                           
 
 
 
 
Figure 49.Spring - Mass - Damper System 
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Figure 50. Vibrating the substrate (base) with ( ) tty ωsiny0=  
  
4.3.1  Base Excitation 
 In this method, as shown in Fig.50, the substrate is given a 
vibration of required force frequency y=y0sinωt, where y0 is the amplitude of vibration 
and ω is the frequency used in time t, the particle gets disturbed and when it looses 
contact with the substrate, the particle is attracted by a substrate brought near to the 
particle. 
 
Due to the vibration, the base vibrates with a displacement of ‘y’ and the 
particle as also vibrates with a displacement ‘x’. So, the resultant displacement of the 
particle from the base is give by (x-y). 
Figure 51  shows the Free body diagram of the particle and substrate 
subjected to base motion. The resulting equations are as follows 
The equation of motion is  
0)()( =−+−+ yxfyxfxm Ds &&&&  (85) 
 
 
 
 
 
( ) tty ωsiny0=
y 
 
m (x-y) 
fs fd
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 Figure 51.Free body diagram of the system with Base excitation 
 
If the restoring or spring force at point i is fsi and at point (i+1) is fs(i+1) . Then the 
difference in the spring force is  
 
 siissi fff −=∆ + )1(  (86) 
The restoring force can also be approximated as  
)( iiisi yxkf ∆−∆=∆   (87) 
and  
 
 )( yxcf Di && ∆−∆=∆  (88) 
Substituting Eqn.s (80) and (81) into Eqn. (78) , we get 
0)()( =∆−∆+∆−∆+∆ iiiii yxkyxcxm &&&&  or 
iiiii ykycxkxcxm ∆+∆=∆+∆+∆ &&&& )()(  (89) 
The term ykyc i ∆+∆&  represents the excitation force iP∆  
where, 
m Mass of the particle = 1 nKg 
 
    m 
(x-y) 
fs(x)
x&&  
y 
x 
fD(x) 
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k Spring constant, which can be obtained from the relation: 
i
si
i dx
df
k =  
 = 5.09625.09 )10*367.1(10*607.8)10*367.1(967.0 ii xx −−− −−−  
The  following equations are used while solving the problem using the Newmark’s 
method: 
Spring Force:  
3
)(*4
)(*16)(
2/32/1
2/32/3 i
iisi
xhRE
xhRExf
−+−−= πγ  
Excitation Force: 
iiii ykycP && +=  
and    
ii
i
ii xmxt
mPP &&& 24* +



∆+∆=∆  
Damping Force: 
m
kmmxcxf iniiDi ζζω 2)2(.)( === &  
Acceleration:   
m
xfxfxP
x iDiisiiii
))()()(( &&& −−=  
Spring Constant: 
==
i
si
i dx
df
k ( )( )  −−− − 2/1
2/1
4/12/3 )(
3
*45.1)(*1675.0 ii xh
RExhREπγ  
and  



∆+= 2
* 4
i
ii t
mkk  
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Displacement: ( )1
2
1 4 ++
+


 ∆+∆+= iiiiii xxttxxx &&&&&  
Velocity: ( )11 2 ++ +

 ∆+= iiiii xxtxx &&&&&&  
where, 
m Mass of the particle = 1 nKg 
k Spring constant, which can be obtained from the relation: 
dx
df
k s=  
 = 5.09625.09 )10*367.1(10*607.8)10*367.1(967.0 xx −−− −−−  
ω Frequency of excitation 
Y Amplitude of excitation force 
c Damping = ζω )2( nm  
ζ  Damping ratio 
nω  Natural frequency, which is not constant in this nonlinear case  
 =
m
ki  rad/min. 
Taking silicon as material for both particle and substrate, the following data is used: 
Young’s Modulus = 1.03x1011  Pa 
Poisson’s ratio  = 0.24 
Surface Energy = 1.24 J/m2 
Excitation Force = F0 sinωt    
ω  = Different values around 389871 rot/min. or 62049 Hz. 
Mass of particle, m= 1x10-9 Kg 
ζ   =  Either 0.002 or 0.02 or 0.2 
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 Figure 52.Variation of Displacement with Time of the damped forced system as per 
the Newmark’s β method. Conditions: ω =37.229 kHz. and ζ = .2 (Silicon particle 
and Silicon substrate) 
 
  The non- linear problem has been solved using the equation of motion and 
the Newmark’s β Method taking the initial conditions of displacement and velocity to 
be zero. The response of the system is shown in Fig. 52 below. It can be observed from 
the Fig. 52 that the nano- size particle on keeps on vibrating to and fro near the 
substrate until the displacement exceeds 1.37 nm (The breaking point).   For excitation 
with a frequency of 46.53 kHz and amplitude of 0.5 nm, the displacement exceeds 1.37 
nm. At this stage the particle can be retrieved easily. The natural frequency however is 
not a fixed number as it depends on the spring constant and force, which are not 
constant. The approximate natural frequency can be found from the amplitude- 
frequency curve as shown in the Fig. 53 
 Fig.53 shows the variation of amplitude with the frequency of excitation. 
As explained in section 4.2.1, the amplitude should increase with frequency becoming 
maximum at natural frequency and then drop down when the frequency increases beyond 
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Figure 53.Variation of Amplitude with Frequency of a damped forced non- linear 
system   (ζ =0.2) (silicon particle and Silicon substrate) 
 
natural frequency. But as this is a non-linear problem, the natural frequency is not 
constant. The amplitude increases with frequency of excitation until 46.53 kHz. After this 
frequency, the amplitude becomes greater than 1.37 nm making the force undefined. 
After 65.15 kHz., the amplitude starts dropping down.  From the above curve, it can be 
determined that the natural frequency is between 46.53 kHz and 65.15 kHz. 
Concluding,  
To retrieve a Silicon particle of radius 6.23nm on a Silicon substrate, in 
presence of damping (due to presence of moisture), the substrate has to be excited with 
a frequency of at least 46.53 kHz. and not more than 65.15 kHz. and an amplitude of  
0.5 nm. The particle gets free at a displacement of 1.37 nm.  
4.3.2.  Particle Excitation 
In this method, the particle is given a vibration (of required force        
F=F0sinωt, where F0 is the amplitude of force and ω is the frequency used in time t), the 
particle gets disturbed and when it looses contact with the substrate, the particle is 
attracted by a substrate brought near to the particle.Fig.s 54 and 55 show the system. 
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 Figure 54.Vibrating the particle with a known force tF ωsin0  in a spring-mass- 
damper non-linear system 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 55.Free body diagram of the system with particle excitation 
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The equation of motion is  
tFxfxfxm Ds ωsin)()( 0=++ &&&  (90) 
where, 
m Mass of the particle = 1 nKg 
fs Spring force  
fD Damping Force 
ω Frequency of excitation 
F0 Amplitude of excitation force 
If the restoring or spring force at point i is fsi and at point (i+1) is fs(i+1) . Then the 
difference in the spring force is  
siissi fff −=∆ + )1(  (91) 
The restoring force can also be approximated as  
)( iisi xkf ∆=∆  
If the damping force at point i is fDi and at point (i+1) is fD(i+1) . Then the difference in the 
spring force is  
DiiDDi fff −=∆ + )1(  (92) 
The damping force can also be approximated as  
)( iDi xcf ∆=∆  
Here ‘c; is the damping  which is approximated as  
m
kmmc in ζζω 2)2( ==  
Therefore the damping force is 
m
kmxcf iiDi ζ2)( =∆=∆  (93) 
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k Spring constant, which can be obtained from the relation: 
dx
df
k s=  
 = 5.09625.09 )10*367.1(10*607.8)10*367.1(967.0 xx −−− −−−  
 The  following equations have been used while solving the problem using the 
Newmark’s method: 
Spring Force:  
3
)(*4
)(*16)(
2/32/1
2/32/3 i
iisi
xhRE
xhRExf
−+−−= πγ  
 
Excitation Force: 
iiii ykycP && +=  
and    
ii
i
ii xmxt
mPP &&& 24* +



∆+∆=∆  
Damping Force: 
m
kmmxcxf iniiDi ζζω 2)2(.)( === &  
Acceleration:  
m
xfxfxP
x iDiisiiii
))()()(( &&& −−=  
Spring Constant: 
==
i
si
i dx
df
k ( )( )  −−− − 2/1
2/1
4/12/3 )(
3
*45.1)(*1675.0 ii xh
RExhREπγ  
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and   
 



∆+= 2
* 4
i
ii t
mkk  
Displacement: 
( )1
2
1 4 ++
+


 ∆+∆+= iiiiii xxttxxx &&&&&  
Velocity: 
( )11 2 ++ +

 ∆+= iiiii xxtxx &&&&&&  
where, 
m Mass of the particle = 1 nKg 
k Spring constant, which can be obtained from the relation: 
dx
df
k s=  
 = 5.09625.09 )10*367.1(10*607.8)10*367.1(967.0 xx −−− −−−  
ω Frequency of excitation 
Y Amplitude of excitation force 
c Damping 
 = ζω )2( nm  
ζ  Damping ratio 
nω  Natural frequency, which is not constant in this nonlinear case 
 =
m
ki  rot/min. 
Taking silicon as material for both particle and substrate, the following data is used: 
Young’s Modulus = 1.03x1011  Pa 
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Poisson’s ratio  = 0.24 
Surface Energy = 1.24 J/m2 
Excitation Force = F0 sinωt    
ω  = Different values around 389871 rot/min. or 62049 Hz. 
Mass of particle, m= 1x10-9 Kg 
ζ   =  Either 0.002 or 0.02 or 0.2 
 Using the above equations and data, the response for the forced nonlinear 
case with damping has been plotted in Fig.56. It can be observed from the Fig. 56 that the 
nano- size particle on keeps on vibrating to and fro near the substrate until the 
displacement exceeds 1.37 nm (The breaking point).   For excitation  force with a 
frequency of 50.26 kHz and amplitude of 54.5 nN, the displacement exceeds 1.37 nm. 
  
Figure 56 Variation of Displacement with Time of a damped forced system as per 
the Newmark’s β method. Conditions: ω = 50.26 kHz, amplitude =54.5  nN. and ζ = 
.2 (Silicon particle and Silicon   substrate) 
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 At this stage the particle can be retrieved easily. The natural frequency 
however is not a fixed number as it depends on the spring constant and force, which are 
not constant. The approximate natural frequency can be found from the amplitude- 
frequency curve as shown in the Fig. 57 below, which shows the variation of amplitude 
with the frequency of excitation. As explained in section 4.2.1, the amplitude should 
increase with frequency becoming maximum at natural frequency and then drop down 
when the frequency increases beyond natural frequency. But as this is a non-linear 
problem, the natural frequency is not constant. The amplitude increases with frequency of 
excitation until 50.26 kHz. After this frequency, the amplitude becomes greater than 1.37 
nm making the force undefined. After 55.84 kHz., the amplitude starts dropping down.   
 
Figure 57.Variation of Amplitude with Frequency of a damped forced non- linear 
system  (ζ =0.2) (Silicon particle and Silicon substrate) 
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Concluding,  
 To retrieve a Silicon particle of radius 6.23nm on a Silicon substrate, in 
presence of damping (due to presence of moisture), the particle has to be excited with a 
force of frequency of at least 50.26 kHz. and not more than 55.84 kHz. amplitude 54.5 
nN. The particle gets free at a displacement of 1.37 nm. 
The results are summarized in the following table 3. 
Table 3. Design parameters required to retrieve a nano- size silicon particle from a 
silicon substrate 
Un-damped Non- linear Forced System 
Base Excitation Particle Excitation 
Amplitude 
of Excitation 
Frequency of 
Excitation 
Amplitude 
of Excitation Force 
Frequency of Excitation 
0.1 nm 33.14 to 35.09.kHz 45 nN 43.43 kHz to 74.46  kHz. 
Damped Non- linear Forced System 
Base Excitation Particle Excitation 
Amplitude 
of Excitation 
Frequency of 
Excitation 
Amplitude 
of Excitation Force 
Frequency of 
Excitation 
0.5 nm 46.53 kHz. to  65.15 54.5 nN 50.26 kHz to 54.5 kHz. 
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CHAPTER 5. PARAMETER STUDY 
  
 The above sections deal with the background work and various methods of 
retrieving a nano-size particle from a substrate-using base and particle excitations 
considering various cases with Silicon as material for both nano- size particle and 
substrate. This chapter deals with two particles, randomly chosen, Iron (Fe) and Natural 
Diamond(C) determining the design parameters (displacement, force, amplitude and 
frequency of excitation) without damped and damping under base and particle 
excitations. Finally the results have been listed at the end of the section. 
5.1  Particle 1: Iron (Fe) 
 Iron (Fe) has been considered as the material for both nano-size particle 
and substrate and design parameters have been determined under both un-damped and 
damped situations. This section is same as section 4.2 except for the difference that 
section 4.2 deals with Silicon (Si) but this section deals with Iron (Fe) as the material of 
both nano-size particle and substrate. For the same reason the figures and equations in 
this section have been referred to section 4.2   
The equations in sections 4.2 and 4.3 have been used along with the following: 
Spring constant k as 
 
i
si
i dx
df
k =  = ( )( )  −−− − 2/1
2/1
4/12/3 )(
3
*45.1)(*1675.0 ii xh
RExhREπγ  
 = 5.09725.09 )10*14.1(10*1.72)10*14.1(693.1 ii xx −−− −−−  
 and taking Iron as material for both particle and substrate, the following data is used: 
Young’s Modulus = 2x1011  Pa 
Poisson’s ratio  = 0.291 
Surface Energy = 1.9 J/m2 
ω  = Different values around 389871 rad/min or 62.049 kHz. 
Mass of particle, m=  1x10-9 Kg 
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5.1.1  Non- Linear Forced Vibrations without Damping  
 A nano- size particle on a substrate can be retrieved from a substrate using two 
types of excitations 
• Base Excitation 
• Particle Excitation 
 In both the excitations, an external vibration is given to the substrate (Base 
Excitation) or nano- size particle(Particle Excitation), which causes the particle to 
vibrate. At a certain frequency of vibration, the nano- size particle overcomes the force 
field between the nano-size particle and substrate becoming free. The two types of 
excitations are explained in the following work. 
5.1.1.1  Base Excitation 
  The section deals with retrieving an Iron nano-sized 
particle on an Iron substrate by exciting the substrate (base excitation). In this method, as 
shown in Fig.38, the substrate is given a vibration of required frequency (y=y0sinωt 
where y0 is the amplitude of vibration and ω is the frequency used at time t), the particle 
gets disturbed and when it looses contact with the substrate, the nano-size particle is 
attracted by a substrate brought near to the nano-size particle.Figure 39  shows the Free 
body diagram of the particle and substrate subjected to base motion. Fig. 58 has been 
plotted using the Equations in section 4.2.1 The non- linear problem has been solved 
using the equation of motion and the Newmark’s β Method taking the initial conditions 
of displacement and velocity to be zero. The response of the system is shown in Fig. 58 
above. When the Iron particle is base-excited by a frequency between 65 kHz. and 72 
kHz., at amplitude of 0.2 nm, the nano-size particle just makes a vibration and jumps 
apart from the substrate as shown in the Figure. 
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Figure 58.Response of a Non- Linear SDOF Forced Vibrational System without 
Damping under Base Excitation (Iron particle and Iron substrate) 
 
 The natural frequency of the system is however not fixed as the system is 
non- linear. The approximate range can be found from the following Fig. 59, amplitude-
frequency curve. It can be observed that the amplitude starts increasing at a frequency of 
31 kHz. until 58.4 kHz. and as the frequency approaches natural frequency, the amplitude 
‘blows up’. The amplitude again starts decreasing when the frequency is greater than the 
natural frequency range, i.e., about 99.2 kHz. From Fig. 59, it can be concluded that the 
frequency is in the range ( 65 ,72) kHz. 
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Figure 59Variation of Amplitude with frequency under Base Excitation. Note that 
the amplitude goes on increasing from and above natural frequency. (Iron particle 
and Iron substrate) 
 
Concluding,  
To retrieve an Iron particle of radius 6.23nm on an iron substrate when 
un-damped , the substrate has to be excited with an amplitude of 0.2 nm and frequency 
of at least    65 kHz and not more than 72 kHz.  The particle gets free at a displacement 
of      1.14 nm. 
5.1.1.2  Particle Excitation 
This section deals with retrieving an Iron nano-size particle from an Iron 
substrate using particle excitation using the Newmark’s β Method and Equations in 
section 4.2.2. The particle is given a vibration (of required force        F=F0sinωt, where F0 
is the amplitude of force and ω is the frequency used in time t), the particle gets disturbed 
and when it looses contact with the substrate, the particle is attracted by a substrate 
brought near to the particle. 
Fig. 60 has been plotted using the Equations in section 4.2.2  
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Figure 60.Response of a Non- Linear SDOF Forced Vibrational System without 
Damping under Particle Excitation Conditions: ω=68.3 kHz, amplitude=45 nN (Iron 
particle and Iron substrate) 
Fig. 60 shows the variation of displacement of a nano-sized iron particle 
on an Iron substrate excited with a frequency of  68.3 kHz. and amplitude of 45 nN. The 
excitation frequency is near by the natural frequency, so the particle makes few vibrations 
and jumps apart. However the natural frequency is not fixed as the system is non-linear. 
An approximate range can be determined from the amplitude frequency curve in Fig. 61 
approximately between 40 kHz. and 60 kHz. 
Concluding,   
 To retrieve an Iron particle of radius 6.23nm on an Iron substrate when un-
damped , the particle has to be excited with a force of frequency between 40 kHz and 
60 kHz. and amplitude of 45 nN. The particle gets free at a displacement of 1.14 nm. 
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Figure 61.Variation of Amplitude with frequency under Particle Excitation. Note 
that the amplitude is maximum at the natural frequency. (Iron particle and Iron 
substrate) 
5.1.2  Non - Linear Forced Vibration with Damping 
   
  A nano- size particle on a substrate can be retrieved from a substrate using 
two types of excitations 
• Base Excitation 
• Particle Excitation 
 As discussed above, in both the excitations, an external vibration is given 
to the substrate (Base Excitation) or nano- size particle(Particle Excitation), which causes 
the particle to vibrate. At a certain frequency of vibration, the nano- size particle 
overcomes the force field between the nano-size particle and substrate becoming free. 
The two types of excitations are explained in the following work. 
5.1.2.1 Base Excitation 
 The section deals with retrieving an Iron nano-sized particle on an 
Iron substrate by exciting the substrate (base excitation). In this method, as shown in 
Fig.38, the substrate is given a vibration of required frequency (y=y0sinωt where y0 is the 
amplitude of vibration and ω is the frequency used at time t), the particle gets disturbed 
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and when it looses contact with the substrate, the nano-size particle is attracted by a 
substrate brought near to the nano-size particle.  
 Figure 50 shows the Free body diagram of the particle and 
substrate subjected to base motion. Fig. 62 has been plotted using the Equations in 
section 4.3.1 In Fig. 62, the system is given base excitation with a frequency of 62.04 
kHz and an amplitude of 0.5nm. As the frequency of excitation is close to the natural 
frequency of the system, the particle jumps apart from the substrate. As the system is 
non-linear, the natural frequency is not fixed. The approximate range can be determined 
from the Amplitude - frequency curve  as shown in Fig. 63. The amplitude starts 
increasing 31 kHz till 55khz. After this frequency, the excitation frequency is close to 
natural frequency. So, the amplitude ‘blows up’ and starts decreasing only after 105 kHz.. 
Any frequency between 55 kHz and 105 kHz applied with an amplitude of 0.5nm can 
retrieve an Iron nano-size particle from an Iron substrate 
 
 
 Figure 62. Response of a Non- Linear SDOF Forced Vibrational System with 
Damping (Iron particle and Iron substrate) 
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Figure 63.Variation of Amplitude with frequency under Base Excitation. (ζ =0.2) 
(Iron particle and Iron substrate) 
 
Concluding,  
To retrieve an Iron particle of radius 6.23nm on an iron substrate under 
damping, the system has to be excited with amplitude of 0.5nm and frequency of at 
least 55 kHz and not more than 105kHz.  The particle gets free at a displacement of    
1.14 nm. 
5.1.2.2  Particle Excitation 
 This section deals with retrieving an Iron nano-size particle from 
an Iron substrate using particle excitation using the Newmark’s β Method and Equations 
in section 4.2.2. The particle is given a vibration (of required force   F=F0sinωt, where F0 
is the amplitude of force and ω is the frequency used in time t), the particle gets disturbed 
and when it looses contact with the substrate, the particle is attracted by a substrate 
brought near to the particle. Fig. 64 has been plotted using the Equations in section 4.3.2 
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Figure 64.Response of a Non- Linear SDOF Forced Vibrational System with 
Damping under Particle Excitation Conditions: ω=62 kHz, amplitude=85 nN and 
damping factor=0.2 (Iron particle and Iron substrate) 
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Figure 65.Variation of Amplitude with Frequency of a damped forced non- linear 
system  (ζ =0.2) ( Iron particle and Iron substrate) 
 
 
 Fig. 65 shows the variation of displacement of a nano-sized iron particle 
on an Iron substrate excited with a frequency of  62 kHz. and amplitude of 85 nN. The 
excitation frequency is near by the natural frequency, so the particle makes few vibrations 
and jumps apart. However the natural frequency is not fixed as the system is non-linear. 
An approximate range can be determined from the amplitude frequency curve in Fig. 61 
approximately between 60 kHz. and 73 kHz. 
Concluding,   
 To retrieve an Iron particle of radius 6.23nm on an Iron substrate under 
damping, the particle has to be excited with a force of frequency between 60 kHz and 
73 kHz. and amplitude of 85 nN. The particle gets free at a displacement of 1.14 nm. 
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5.2 Particle 2: Natural Diamond (Carbon -C) 
 Natural Diamond (C)  has been considered as the material for both nano-size 
particle and substrate and design parameters have been determined under both un-
damped and damped situations. This section is same as section 4.2 except for the 
difference that section 4.2 deals with Silicon(Si) but this section deals with Natural 
Diamond (C)  as the material of both nano-size particle and substrate. For the same 
reason the figures and equations in this section have been referred to section 4.2   
The equations in sections  4.2 and 4.3  have been used along with the following: 
spring constant k as 
 
i
si
i dx
df
k =  = ( )( )  −−− − 2/1
2/1
4/12/3 )(
3
*45.1)(*1675.0 ii xh
RExhREπγ  
 = 5.09725.09 )10*87.0(10*8.2)10*87.0(66.56773281 ii xx −−− −−−  
 and taking Iron as material for both particle and substrate, the following data is used: 
Young’s Modulus = 1x1012  Pa 
Poisson’s ratio  = 0.2 
Surface Energy = 6 J/m2 
ω  = Different values around 389871 rad/min or 62.049 kHz. 
Mass of particle, m=  1x10-9 Kg 
 
5.2.1  Non- Linear Forced Vibrations without Damping  
 A nano- size particle on a substrate can be retrieved from a substrate using two 
types of excitations 
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• Base Excitation 
• Particle Excitation 
 In both the excitations, an external vibration is given to the substrate (Base 
Excitation) or nano- size particle(Particle Excitation), which causes the particle to 
vibrate. At a certain frequency of vibration, the nano- size particle overcomes the force 
field between the nano-size particle and substrate becoming free. The two types of 
excitations are explained in the following work. 
5.2.1.1  Base Excitation 
  The section deals with retrieving a Natural Diamond (C)  
nano-sized particle on a Natural Diamond (C)  substrate by exciting the substrate (base 
excitation). In this method, as shown in Fig.38, the substrate is given a vibration of 
required frequency (y=y0sinωt where y0 is the amplitude of vibration and ω is the 
frequency used at time t), the particle gets disturbed and when it looses contact with the 
substrate, the nano-size particle is attracted by a substrate brought near to the nano-size 
particle. 
Figure 39  shows the Free body diagram of the particle and substrate subjected to base 
motion. Fig. 66 has been plotted using the Equations in section 4.2.1  
 
 
Figure 66.Response of a Non- Linear SDOF Forced Vibrational System without 
Damping under Base Excitation (Diamond particle and Diamond substrate) 
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 The non- linear problem has been solved using the equation of motion and 
the Newmark’s β Method taking the initial conditions of displacement and velocity to be 
zero. The response of the system is shown in Fig. 66 above. When the Natural Diamond 
(C) particle is base-excited by a frequency between 75 kHz. and 376 kHz., at amplitude 
of 0.85nm, the nano-size particle just makes a vibration and jumps apart from the 
substrate as shown in the Figure. The natural frequency of the system is however not 
fixed as the system is non- linear. The approximate range can be found from the 
following Fig. 67, amplitude-frequency curve. It can be observed that the amplitude starts 
increasing at a frequency of 6.2kHz. until 74 kHz. and as the frequency approaches 
natural frequency, the amplitude ‘blows up’. The amplitude again starts decreasing when 
the frequency is greater than the natural frequency range, i.e., about 378 kHz. From Fig. 
67, it can be concluded that the frequency is in the range ( 75 ,378)kHz. 
 
  
Figure 67.Variation of Amplitude with frequency under Base Excitation. (Diamond 
particle and Diamond substrate) 
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Concluding,  
To retrieve an Iron particle of radius 6.23nm on an iron substrate when 
un-damped, the substrate has to be excited with amplitude of 0.85nm and frequency of 
at least 75 kHz and not more than 378kHz.  The particle gets free at a displacement of      
0.87 nm. 
5.2.1.2  Particle Excitation 
This section deals with retrieving a Natural Diamond (C) nano-size 
particle from Natural Diamond (C) substrate using particle excitation using the 
Newmark’s β Method and Equations in section 4.2.2. The particle is given a vibration (of 
required force   F=F0sinωt, where F0 is the amplitude of force and ω is the frequency used 
in time t), the particle gets disturbed and when it looses contact with the substrate, the 
particle is attracted by a substrate brought near to the particle. 
Fig. 68 has been plotted using the Equations in section 4.2.2  
 
 
Figure 68.Response of a Non- Linear SDOF Forced Vibrational System without 
Damping under Particle Excitation Conditions: ω=173 kHz, amplitude=150nN 
(Diamond  particle and Diamond substrate) 
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Figure 69.Variation of Amplitude with frequency under Particle Excitation. 
(Diamond particle and Diamond substrate) 
 
 
Fig. 68 shows the variation of displacement of a nano-sized iron particle 
on an Iron substrate excited with a frequency of  173 kHz. and amplitude of 150nN. The 
When the excitation frequency is near by the natural frequency, the particle makes few 
vibrations and jumps apart. However the natural frequency is not fixed as the system is 
non-linear. An approximate range can be determined from the amplitude frequency curve 
in Fig. 69 approximately between 112kHz. and 172kHz. 
Concluding,   
 To retrieve an Iron particle of radius 6.23nm on an Iron substrate when un-
damped, the particle has to be excited with a force of frequency between 112kHz and 
172kHz. and an amplitude of 150nN. The particle gets free at a displacement of 0.87 
nm. 
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5.2.2. Non - Linear Forces Vibration with Damping 
   
 A nano- size particle on a substrate can be retrieved from a substrate using two 
types of excitations 
• Base Excitation 
• Particle Excitation 
 As discussed above, in both the excitations, an external vibration is given 
to the substrate (Base Excitation) or nano- size particle(Particle Excitation), which causes 
the particle to vibrate. At a certain frequency of vibration, the nano- size particle 
overcomes the force field between the nano-size particle and substrate becoming free. 
The two types of excitations are explained in the following work. 
5.2.2.1  Base Excitation 
 The section deals with retrieving a Natural Diamond (C) nano-
sized particle on a Natural Diamond (C)  substrate by exciting the substrate (base 
excitation). In this method, as shown in Fig.38, the substrate is given a vibration of 
required frequency (y=y0sinωt where y0 is the amplitude of vibration and ω is the 
frequency used at time t), the particle gets disturbed and when it looses contact with the 
substrate, the nano-size particle is attracted by a substrate brought near to the nano-size 
particle.  
 Figure 50 shows the Free body diagram of the particle and 
substrate subjected to base motion. Fig. 70 has been plotted using the Equations in 
section 4.3.1 In Fig. 70, the system is given base excitation with a frequency of 62.04 
kHz and an amplitude of 0.85nm. As the frequency of excitation is close to the natural 
frequency of the system, the particle jumps apart from the substrate. As the system is 
non-linear, the natural frequency is not fixed. The approximate range can be determined 
from the Amplitude - frequency curve  as shown in Fig. 71.  
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Figure 70. Response of a Non- Linear SDOF Forced Vibrational System with 
Damping (Iron particle and Iron substrate) 
 
Figure 71.Variation of Amplitude with frequency under Base Excitation. (ζ =0.2) 
(Diamond particle and Diamond substrate) 
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 The amplitude starts increasing 31 kHz till 55khz. After this frequency, as 
the excitation frequency is close to natural frequency. So, the amplitude ‘blows up’ and 
starts decreasing only after 496 kHz.. Any frequency between 56 kHz and 105 kHz 
applied with an amplitude of 0.5nm can retrieve an Iron nano-size particle from an Iron 
substrate.  
Concluding,  
To retrieve an Iron particle of radius 6.23nm on an iron substrate under 
damping, the system has to be excited with amplitude of 0.85nm and frequency of at 
least 56 kHz and not more than 496kHz.  The particle gets free at a displacement of    
0.87 nm. 
5.2.2.2  Particle Excitation 
 This section deals with retrieving a Natural Diamond (C)  nano-
size particle from a Natural Diamond (C) substrate using particle excitation using the 
Newmark’s β Method and Equations in section 4.2.2. The particle is given a vibration (of 
required force   F=F0sinωt, where F0 is the amplitude of force and ω is the frequency used 
in time t), the particle gets disturbed and when it looses contact with the substrate, the 
particle is attracted by a substrate brought near to the particle. Fig. 64 has been plotted 
using the Equations in section 4.3.2 
Fig. 72 shows the variation of displacement of a nano-sized iron particle on an Iron 
substrate excited with a frequency of  136kHz. and amplitude of 350nN. The excitation 
frequency is near by the natural frequency, so the particle makes few vibrations and 
jumps apart. However the natural frequency is not fixed as the system is non-linear. An 
approximate range can be determined from the amplitude frequency curve in Fig. 73 
approximately between 106kHz. and 147kHz. 
Concluding,   
 To retrieve a Natural Diamond (C)  particle of radius 6.23nm on 
an Iron substrate under damping, the particle has to be excited with a force of 
frequency between 106kHz and 147kHz. and amplitude of 350nN. The particle gets 
free at a displacement of 0.87 nm. 
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Figure 72.Response of a Non- Linear SDOF Forced Vibrational System with 
Damping under Particle Excitation Conditions: ω=62 kHz, amplitude=85 nN and 
damping factor=0.2 (Diamond  particle and Diamond substrate) 
 
 
Figure 73.Variation of Amplitude with Frequency of a damped forced non- linear 
system  (ζ =0.2) ( Diamond  particle and Diamond substrate) 
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CHAPTER 6.  RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
  
 The Thesis dealt with background study of various forces acting between a 
nano-size particle on a substrate and a substrate, various factors, methods of retrieving 
and a spring -mass model has been defined and the system has been solved for the 
required design parameters, frequency, amplitude and force of excitation and 
displacement for which the nano-size particle becomes free from forces acting. Taking 
Silicon as material for both nano-size particle and substrate, few cases such as free 
vibrations, forced vibrations, damped and un-damped vibrations have been considered 
and solved using Newmark’s β method. Finally a parameter study has been done taking 
Iron(Fe) and Diamond(C) as materials. In this section the results have been summarized 
in a table and a discussed.  
6.1  Summary of Data used and Results obtained 
 The following table shows the data used for the particles, Silicon(Si), 
Iron(Fe) and Natural Diamond (C). 
Table4: Properties of materials used for nano-size particle and substrate [61,62 refer p. 55 
in [61] and p.328 in [62] ] Assuming a spring-mass model and using Newmark’s β 
method, the system has been solved in steps. First a simple free linear un-damped system 
has been considered and solved using both classical method and the Newmark’s β 
method to 
Table 4. Data used; Properties of Silicon, Iron and Natural Diamond. 
Material Modulus of Elasticity 
(or) Young’s Modulus  
(E GPa) 
Poisson’s Ratio 
(ν) 
Surface Energy 
(γ J/m2) 
Silicon(Si) 103 0.24 1.24 
Iron(Fe) 200 0.291 1.9 
Natural 
Diamond(C) 
1000 0.2 6 
Radius of particle: 6.203 nm 
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validate the accuracy of the later. The results for a SDOF linear free un-damped system 
using both classical method and Newmark’s β method gave the same result 0.0133 m. 
Thus the Newmark’s β method has been proven to be accurate. The results are 
summarized in table 5 for Silicon, Iron and Natural Diamond.
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Table 5 : Summary of results 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Material of particle and substrate: Silicon (Si);Breaking Displacement*: 1.37 nm 
 Base Excitation Particle Excitation 
 
S.No. 
 
System 
Amplitude of 
Excitation 
(nm) 
 
Frequency of Excitation  
(kHz) 
Amplitude of Force of 
Excitation 
(nN) 
Frequency of 
Excitation  
(kHz) 
 
1. 
Forced      
un-damped 
 
0.1 
 
33.14 to  35.09 
 
45 
 
43.43 to 74.46
 
2. 
Forced 
damped  
 
0.5 
 
46.53 to 65.15 
 
54.5 
 
50.26 to 54.5 
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Table 5 Continued
Material of particle and substrate: Iron (Fe):Breaking Displacement*: 1.14 nm 
 Base Excitation Particle Excitation 
 
S.No. 
 
System 
Amplitude of 
Excitation 
(nm) 
Frequency of 
Excitation  
(kHz) 
Amplitude of Force of 
Excitation 
(nN) 
Frequency of 
Excitation  
(kHz) 
 
1. 
Forced      
un-damped 
 
0.2 
 
65 to  72 
 
45 
 
40 to 60 
 
2. 
Forced 
damped  
 
0.5 
 
55 to 105 
 
85 
 
60 to 73 
Material of particle and substrate: Natural Diamond (C): Breaking Displacement*: 0.87 nm 
 Base Excitation Particle Excitation 
 
S.No. 
 
System 
Amplitude of 
Excitation 
(nm) 
Frequency of 
Excitation  
(kHz) 
Amplitude of Force of 
Excitation 
(nN) 
Frequency of 
Excitation  
(kHz) 
 
1. 
Forced      
un-damped 
 
0.85 
 
75 to 378 
 
150 
 
112 to 172 
 
2. 
Forced 
damped  
 
0.85 
 
56 to 496 
 
350 
 
106 to 147 
* Breaking Displacement: Displacement: The displacement of the particle for which the particle gets free out of the 
forces acting between particle and substrate and is ready to jump apart. 
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6.2 Conclusions and recommendations for future work 
 
6.2.1  Conclusions 
 
The objective of this study was to evaluate the feasibility of removing 
nano size particles for a solid surface.  The application of the results related to the 
removal of bio/chemical particles from suspects and crime scenes and surveillance at 
public events.  The work focused only on the removal of nano size particles of this 
nature and not on the retrieval and evaluation.   
The use of acoustics as the source of excitation was analyzed.   Two 
modes of excitation were studied: acoustic driven base motion and acoustic driven 
particle excitation.  The study is based on mathematical simulation of these two modes 
of particle removal.  A single degree of freedom vibration model was assumed.  A 
unique aspect of the mathematics is the non-linear force/displacement relationship 
between the particle and substrate.  Linear damping is assumed, however more work is 
needed to perhaps more accurately model moisture effects.  The method of solving the 
non-linear differential equations is based on Newmark’s β method. 
This method was used to calculate real time response of particle motion.  
The advantage in this approach was that during non steady state motion, the amplitude 
of separation could be found directly. 
Conclusions that can be drawn from this study are: 
 
• acoustics offers a viable approach for removing nano size particles from 
substrate. 
• while  base motion and direct particle excitations are both feasible, particle 
excitation appears to be the more effective of the two. 
• Damping directly affects the results and more work is needed here.  In lieu 
of an exact model of damping, linear damping was assumed and damping 
factors typical of those found in single degree of freedom systems were 
used. 
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6.2.2  Recommendations for future work 
  The Thesis deals with theoretical formulations and solutions. 
Based on the results and conclusions, the following are some recommendations for 
future work to simulate the real world situations: 
1. Multi- degrees of freedom could be considered for the spring-mass model 
2. Effect of charge could be considered 
3. Thermodynamic effects have to be considered 
4. Effect of friction has to be considered 
5. Non- linear damping has to be considered 
6. Inelastic nature of the surfaces has to be considered 
7. Nano-size particle and substrate could be of different materials 
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